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1 Introduction

1.1 Emerging of luminescent Gold nanotechnology
Ever since antiquity Gold has been the noble element par excellence.
Artefacts made of this metal can retain their property and their brilliant
luster for thousands of years without deterioration.1 It is still called “noble”
because it reacts in few rare cases, so that only after the 1300 mankind
found chemical ways to dissolve it.2 In the 1857 Michael Faraday reported
for the first time a synthesis of gold colloids from dissolved gold chloride
defining them ‘‘fine particles’’ resulting in a ‘‘beautiful ruby fluid’’. Faraday
immediately understood that those particles were smaller than the visible
light wavelengths, which is comprised between 450 and 650 nm,3 but the
technology of that period was not sufficient to characterize them on the
nanometers scale. Recent advances allow scientists to manipulate matter
at the atomic level and nanosized materials are today globally produced,
characterized and integrated in markets. Science focusing on the matter
that is structured in the order of less than 100nm4 is called
nanotechnology, a recently well established field which offers new
possibility to tackle unresolved issues and answer fundamental questions.5
In fact these materials possess very different properties compared to their
bulk or molecular counterparts often overcoming them.4 In the last
decades scientists managed to create materials particles so small to be
made of just few atoms. Usually called “nanoclusters” they can be
considered as a bridge between molecules and nanoparticles. Differently
from larger particles, under certain sizes, these species start to be
governed by molecular like quantum mechanics behaviours and their
properties become quantized.6
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Recent concerns about the potential toxicity of, at least, some categories
of nanomaterials accelerated the research for highly biocompatible
nanostructures. According to recent literature gold nanoclusters (GNCs)
and small nanoparticles (GNPs) promise to combine low toxicity and
interesting optical and electronic properties. Gold size reduction to few
atoms or few nanometer units can lead to luminescent nanospecies that
find application in several fields as sensing, optoelectronic, energy storing,
imaging and catalysis.7
In particular this work focuses on GNCs whose luminescent properties are
of interest in the fields of bio-medical imaging, theranostics, photocontrolled drug delivery and sensing. As main advantage, compared to
other diagnostic approaches, fluorescence or more in general
luminescence based techniques are poorly invasive. In order to exploit
such attractive feature, the search of highly biocompatible contrast agents
with spectral controllable features and good photostability is necessary.
Gold nanoclusters (GNCs) based probes promise to merge all of these
characteristics and their tunable emission from the visible to the NIR
coincide with the ideal spectral window for in-vivo applications.

1.2 Molecular photo-responsive actuators and their
combination with nanomaterials
Molecular photo-responsive actuators are those molecules capable of
converting light into mechanical work. Azobenzene derivatives are the
most studied class of photoactuators and they can convert
electromagnetic radiation energy through a reaction called
photoisomerization. In this photochemical reaction the absorption of a
photon by a molecule can induce the switch of a molecule from the trans
to the cis isomer, with the consequent motion of a molecule portion
relatively to the other (Fig. 1)
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The opposite reaction can be induced by a photon of another wavelength
or by heat. When linked to other molecules, also of larger sizes,
azobenzene photoswitching has been proven to be capable of inducing
motion also on larger scales (Fig. 2).8 Together with the actuation of
mechanical work at a molecular level, conformational switch of
azobenzene derivatives determines changes in their chemical-physical
properties. In the case of simple trans azobenzene, its dipole moment
turns from 0 D to 3 D during its photoisomerization9 (Fig. 1).
Changes of the photoswitcher chemical and conformational properties can
be exploited for example to induce conformational changes in larger
molecules.10

Fig. 1: (a and b) Structures of trans and cis isomers of azobenzene. Spacefilling
models are coloured by electrostatic potential (red—negative to blue—positive).
(c) Electronic absorption spectra of the trans and cis isomers of azobenzene
11
dissolved in ethanol.

The same effect can be also used to control AB repartition between
nanomaterials and their external environment, or vice versa to control the
adsorption of drugs molecules onto azobenzene functionalized
nanostructures. Photoswitchable dyes have often been combined to
supramolecular nanostructures for several different purposes as to create
photocontrollable nanomachines,12,13 phototunable membrane ions
channels14 or devices for light triggered drug release.15
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In this framework, photochemical properties of complex light driven
systems combining photoactuators and nanomaterials arise increasing
attentions.

Fig. 2: a), b): Bending and unbending behaviour of azobenzene-containing
8
materials upon irradiation.

1.3 Aims of the study
This work mainly focus on the development of luminescent Gold NCs and
NPs based probes for sensing, imaging, theranostics and photocontrolled
drug delivery. Gold nanostructures have been combined with different
photoactuators in order to fabricate light responsive nanomaterials and
investigate their photochemical behaviour. The work described in Chapter
2 aimed at developing a convenient approach to precisely quantify the
photoisomerization (PI) quantum yields (QY) of photoswitchable dyes in
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presence of nanosized materials. In Chapter 3 and 4 this method has been
applied to study GNPs effect on PI QYs of azobenzene (AB) derivatives, in
two general families of systems. In the former, AB derivatives were
covalently bound to the Gold’s surfaces, while in the latter, partially water
soluble AB molecules were simply adsorbed by repartition between the
particles coating monolayers and the solvent.
In the last case, particles with different affinity for the photoswitcher have
been employed to study its repartitions in different monolayers, to assess
possible changes on photoisomerization efficiencies caused by its
interactions with the nanoparticles, and to investigate the effects of
photoisomerization on AB repartition (Chapter 3). A further objective of
this work has been the investigation of potential effects on GNPs
luminescence, resulting from the trans → cis photoisomerization of AB
derivatives covalently linked on Gold surface. Moreover this work focused
on the synthesis of a complex nanoprobe for NIR fluorescence imaging,
composed by luminescent glutathione (GSH) functionalized GNCs
encapsulated inside ≈20nm silica mesoporous nanoparticles, coated by a
Poly Ethylene Glycol (PEG) layer. An extended NIR characterization of this
system has been performed to assess the in-silica inclusion effects on gold
clusters properties and, finally, the suitability of such probe for NIR
luminescence imaging has been tested directly on living cells (Chapter 5).
In the next section, an introduction to luminescent GNCs and ultra-small
GNPs will give an overview of the recent advances in their synthesis,
characterization and bio-medical applications.
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1.4 Gold nanoclusters and ultra-small Gold
nanoparticles
The boundary between Gold nanoparticles and nanoclusters have been
identified to be around 2.2 nm but this is still debated in literature.16,17

1.5 Nomenclature
Gold nanoparticles is a commonly accepted and understood term which
refer to gold colloids with sizes under 100 nm.17 In the case of Gold
nanoclusters nomenclature appear more confused in literature. So far,
there is no consensus on how to call small metallic clusters characterized
by molecular properties and new names still continue to be proposed.
Here we report a list of expressions that can be commonly found in
literature referring to metallic clusters, with particular focus on the Gold
one (Table 1).
This excess of new names is the first obstacle for the production of a
coherent literature which is still a critical point of nanotechnology in
general.
In this work, gold nanoclusters (GNCs) have been adopted as a common
name, also if in some cases it has been used referring to particles with
diameter slightly larger than 2.2 nm. Vice versa, in some cases, the term
GNPs could have been used to indicate Gold structures which may be
considered as GNCs. In every case the sizes of the species in question have
always been explicated.
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Name

Abbreviation

Au nanocluster/crystal
Au nanodots

AuNCs
AuND

Gold nanodots

GND

luminescent gold nanoclusters/crystal
Luminescent Au nanocluster/crystals
Luminescent Gold clusters

FGNCs
FANC
FGC

Nano-molecule

NM

Monolayer protected clusters
Ligand-stabilized clusters

18

18

MPC
LSC

18

Clusters

Nanoclusters18

NC
18

Quantum clusters

QC

18

Superatoms
Faradaurates18
Luminescent nanoparticles18
Molecular clusters

18

18

Atomic clusters
Aspicule (proposed in ref.

18

FN
MC
AC

as unifying name)

Table 1: Common expressions referring to Gold or, in general, metallic clusters.

1.6 Synthesis
Gold clusters of few atoms, with interesting optical properties, were
already known in 1987. Initially, they were prepared by sputtering Gold
with an ions beam and studied in a noble gas matrix19,20. Due to the
difficulties related to the scale up of this synthesis method, solution
techniques become the most employed for GNCs production.21
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Information on their production and study in gas phase can be found, for
example, in ref 6 and 22 but this text will focus only on solution methods.
Depending on the synthesis strategy, GNCs and luminescent GNCs
(LGNCs) can be obtained as species characterized by a controlled number
of atoms and a precise structural formulas, or as populations of clusters
with certain size distributions. Clusters having atomically controlled
structures present several advantages, mainly in terms of results
reproducibility and of possibility to design and characterize their
properties. Clusters obtained as monodisperse populations, instead,
present more issues in terms of results comparability, but their synthesis is
generally easier if compared to the first case. Furthermore, as it will be
described later, dispersity of cluster size, if limited to a narrow range, does
not preclude their usefulness.
Most of the methods to synthesize GNCs in solution rely on three principal
strategies: the reduction of a Gold salt in presence of thiols, the reduction
of a gold salt in presence of macromolecular templating agents or the
etching of larger gold particles and clusters.
The first two methods are bottom-up and they generally start from an
Au(III) salt and employ a reductant to convert it into Au0. In this oxidation
state, gold atoms have the strong tendency to aggregate, in order to
generate Gold in its bulk form, which is one of the most stable and inert
material known. According to the crystallization theory, the first step of
the process is the nuclei generation in solution, followed by their growth.
Molecules that efficiently bond to the clusters surface can passivate it,
preventing the aggregation of different nuclei and the formation of bulk
Gold. To this end, the best candidates are the molecules containing at
least a functional group which can strongly bind the gold surface, such as
thiols, phosphines,21 amines and citrates. The ability of preventing
aggregation is generally proportional to the strength of the bond between
the capping agent and the Gold surface. In this work we will focus only on
thiols, because they provide the strongest affinity thus being the most
employed and the easiest to work with.
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1.6.1 Gold salts reduction in presence of thiols, amines or
phosphines.

Almost all of the synthesis relying on the gold salt reduction strategy use
HAuCl4 as starting reagent, while some of them use (HAuX4). Different
combinations of thiols, solvents and synthesis conditions have been
largely explored and, in this text, we will describe just some of the works
reported in literature as examples.23,24,25
Typically the Gold salt is dissolved in water or in organic solvents and the
subsequent addiction of the thiol induces a partial reduction of Gold from
Au3+ to Au1+.. This happen with the simultaneous formation of polymers
composed by alternating thiolates and Au1+ atoms26 (Fig. 3).

26

Fig. 3: GNCs formation reaction mechanism from ref .

These polymers are insoluble in water and some other solvents, and they
can be solubilised by adjusting the pH of the solution, before the
addiction of the reducing agent.27 After the addition of a reductant, Au+ is
converted to Au0 and its complete aggregation is prevented by the excess
of thiols present in solution. The reduction, typically with NaBH4, is
generally performed under vigorous stirring, to achieve uniform cluster
nucleation and growth. Reduction kinetic and size dispersion of the
product strongly depend on the reaction conditions27 and on the thiol
employed. The importance of thiolate polymers formation step, in order to
produce monodisperse or atomically controlled cluster, was already clear
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in 1997.28 For example, some years later, Zhu and co-workers found that
performing this reaction step at 0°, with low stirring speed, allowed to
better control the kinetic of thiolate polymers formation, leading to an
higher yield of atomically controlled Au25 clusters.26 Successively, other
methods have been developed to achieve high yields of atomically
monodisperse Au25 cluster, even at room temperature.27 This account for
the fact that parameters as pH, reduction kinetic,27 concentrations and
ligands molecular formula,29 also play a major role in the control of
clusters formation.
Despite most of the procedures use a strong reducing agent such as
NaBH4, in some cases, weak reducing agents have been shown to be
effective as well.30,31,32 For example, Xu et al. developed a 15 minutes
synthesis at 120°C in H2O, where homocysteine is employed both as
capping and reducing agent.30 Similarly, histidine31 and glutathione32 were
proven to be capable of performing both functions at the same time. Also
Palmal and co-workers developed a synthesis where different thiols act as
capping and weak reducing agents.33 Despite their method does not
provide control at the atomic level, with some modifications of the
classical procedures, they have found a way to synthesize clusters with
tuneable emission wavelengths from blue to NIR independently on most
of the thiols employed. In order to explain their observations, the group
also proposed a variant of the reaction mechanism which involve the
disproportion of Au1+ into Au0 and Au3+.33
A strategy to control the surface chemistry of GNCs has been developed
by Aldeek and co-workers. They developed a methodology to create
clusters which can be functionalized with controllable amounts of different
surface ligands. Their procedure allowed to synthesize circa 1,2 nm red
emitting GNCs, with emission quantum yield (QY) between 10% and 14%,
using different derivatives of lipoic acid. By simply varying the ratio
between these derivatives it has been possible to obtain clusters with a
controlled amount of different reactive groups, and which can be
conjugated to other ligands by conventional protocols.34
Most of synthetical routes lead to populations of clusters which are not
atomically monodisperse, and clusters with different size can be separated
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through two methods which are the most commonly employed. The
simplest technique is the solvent precipitation where different proportions
of solvent/non-solvent in the solution can induce the selective
precipitation of cluster with different size ranges.35 Another technique is
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), which allow to separate
GNCs36 with atomic resolution as demonstrated for glutathione protected
GNCs in the works of Negishi and co-workers.37,38,29 Findings and
protocols developed in these works tremendously contributed to the
understanding of Gold clusters chemistry and have been extensively
applied in the following years. As confirmed also by Negishi et al., in a
polydisperse sample of gold clusters, discrete structures with a well
defined formula can be resolved. Some of these structures are
characterized by particular numbers of Au atoms and have been identified
to occur more frequently and in much higher concentration than the
others (Fig. 17). Numbers corresponding to these structures have been
called magic numbers37 and the reasons and the implications of this
phenomenon will be discussed in the “theoretical models” section.
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1.6.2 Macromolecule templated synthesis

Luminescent GNCs have been synthesized employing as templating
agents several kinds of macromolecules such as proteins, DNA,
dendrimers and polymers. In this synthesis strategy the templating agent
can act as nucleation center and play a role in the gold salt reduction and
in clusters confinement.

1.6.2.1 Proteins
Xie and co-workers synthesized Bovine Serum Albumine (BSA) protected
luminescent GNCs (Fig. 4), using BSA as templating and reducing agents,
in water at pH ∼12.39 Their BSA protected Au25 cluster emitted ∼640 nm
red light with an emission quantum yield (QY) of 6%. This green chemistry
reaction has then been extensively reproduced and studied also by
varying the synthesis parameters40,41,42 and employing different proteins as
Insulin,43 Lisozyme,44,45,46 Apo-Ferritin,31 Transferrine,47 DNase 1,48 RNaseA,49 Pepsine,50 cytochrome c, myoglobin, milk holo α-lactalbumin (type I),
milk β-lactoglobulin and pancreas α-chymotrypsin.42 It has been shown
that also Au2040 and Au841 clusters can be synthesized inside BSA, and that
by adding a reductant and by changing pH, concentrations and
temperature, clusters with different emission wavelength,50 sizes and size
distributions can be obtained with the same protein.41,50
As some aminoacids contain gold coordinating functional groups, the first
hypothesis on the reaction mechanism attributed to these aminoacids a
role similar to thiols in the thiols-directed synthesis (briefly outlined in the
previous section). In particular, the 35 cysteines of BSA have been thought
to be fundamental for the stabilization of gold clusters.39
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Fig. 4: Schematic illustration of the core–shell structure of a) GSH-Au25 NCs and
b) BSA-Au25 NCs. c) UV–vis and d) DLS spectra of the as-prepared GSHAu25 NCs (black line) and BSA-Au25 NCs (red line). Representative TEM images
51
of the as-prepared e) GSH-Au25 NCs and f) BSA-Au25 NCs.
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Most of the proteins listed above, at basic pH, are capable of reducing
gold to Au0, with no need for further reductants. This ability has been
initially hypothesized to be due to the phenolic function of tyrosine,
whose reducing power is enhanced above their pKa.39
Successive studies also identified a role of histidine as reductant, showing
that it can generate gold colloids also when mixed with HAuCl4 in absence
proteins.31 Other accurate investigations on protein templated
mineralization by mass spectrometry, XPS, photoluminescence and X-ray
crystallography substantially confirmed the first findings and provided
further details on its mechanism and kinetic52,53 which, however, are still
not completely understood. In another study by Volden et al. different
proteins have been compared and it has been shown that the presence of
thiolic aminoacids function is not necessary for protein templated GNCs
formation and stabilization. This work findings leaded the group to
propose a slightly different generalized reaction mechanism, in which
anionic aminoacid residues have a fundamental function in stabilizing the
formed nuclei, and in determining the influx of Au(III) ions from outside
the protein.42 Interestingly, protein templated synthesis allow to produce
GNCs with emission wavelengths spanning from blue to NIR,50,31 with QYs
typically of some units percent, and in some cases above the 10%.
For application purposes it is important to notice that in some cases,
during clusters synthesis, evidences of protein unfolding have been
reported.42 Despite this, interestingly, some cluster-protecting proteins,
have been demonstrated to retain their biological function both
in-vivo43,31 and in-vitro.54,31 This is particularly important in nanomedicine
and in bioimaging, where proteins may be exploited to address clusters
toward specific targets and functions in organisms.
Mimicking nature’s strategy, an attempt to rationally design a peptide
sequence capable of templating atomically controlled luminescent GNCs
has successfully been performed by de la Rica et al.55
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1.6.2.2 DNA, dendrimers and polymers
Poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimers templated synthesis developed
by Zheng et al.56 Produces very highly luminescent GNCs. They have been
reported to have the highest luminescence QY and, for this reason, they
have generated a lot of excitement. After this report, other studies
suggested that most of the light emission observed in ref.56 can be
attributed to chemical modifications of the dendrimers during the
synthesis, instead of being generated from GNCs.57,58 However, successive
papers, have clearly demonstrated the importance of gold clusters role in
generating this luminescence: first, by demonstrating that the emission
wavelength is correlated with the cluster mass following the Jellium free
electron model59,60,61,62 and second, by showing that the emission intensity
at a specific wavelength is directly proportional to the concentration of the
GNC, which has the specific mass related to that particular wavelength
(where concentrations have been quantified considering the intensity ESI
MS peaks for each mass).60,61,62 Also with this synthesis strategy, reaction
parameters can be varied to obtain PAMAM-GNCs composed by different
number of atoms and tunable emissions from UV to NIR, with QY ranging
from 70% to 10% respectively.60
Another method to template and control GNCs growth rely on the use of
polymers. For example, Beatriz Santiago González and co-workers, with an
electrochemical reaction, synthesized Au1, Au2 and Au3 GNCs protected by
poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) PVP, from a gold electrode and a PVP solution.
This monodisperse cluster population emitted blue light with a
luminescence QY of about 12,5% and showed a remarkable stability.63 Li
and co-workers used photoreduction to induce blue emitting Au5 GNCs
formation in solutions containing multidentate thioether-terminated
polymers and gold salt. In the same study, they investigated the effects of
changing polymer nature, concentration and structural parameters on NCs
growth providing additional insights in understanding their luminescence
mechanism. Blue emitting Au8 GNC has also been obtained starting from
larger GNPs by Duan and Nie.64 They used Hyperbranched multivalent
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polyethylenimine (PEI) which acted etching bigger colloids and templating
the small Au8 clusters, leading to a system with optical properties similar
to the Au8 cluster64 of ref. 60. For the synthesis of larger species, thiolterminated PMMA based polymers have been shown to be useful
templating agents. They allow the generation of Gold colloids ranging
from large plasmonic gold nanoparticles to ∼1 nm luminescent
clusters.65,66,67
In the last years, DNA has also been employed as templating agent for
GNCs synthesis68,69,70,71 and recent advances leaded to the production of
highly luminescent clusters with different color emissions72 and controlled
number of atoms.73

1.7 Most commonly used characterization methods
for GNCs
In this work are reported only the most commonly employed techniques
to characterize ligand protected GNCs from solution phase. For the
analysis of these species, many other techniques can be applied. Here we
report only the examples we encountered more often (Table 2).
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Technique
Dls

Purpose
Measure of the hydrodynamic volume

Esi TOF MS

Determination of clusters molecular
formula or mass distribution.

MALDI quadrupole time-offlight (Q-TOF) MS

Determination of clusters molecular
74
formula or mass distribution.

ICP MS for evaluation in tissues

Quantitative determination of gold content
24, 75
in tissues ex-vivo,
with a detection limit
76
of 18 parts per trillion.

XPS

Assessment of binding energies and gold
40,30,77,74,31
atoms valence states.

NMR

Assessment of ligands molecular formula,
protonation state and conformation on
cluster surface, and cluster magnetic
properties.

UV-Vis spectrophotometry

UV-Vis spectrofluorimetry
Single crystal X-ray
crystallography

Assessment of clusters optical properties
and electronic structure [all ref.]
Assessment of clusters optical properties,
electronic structure, and cluster
concentration in tissues during the in-vivo
trials
Structure determination

78

Electronic microscopy (TEM,
SEM)

Determination of size distributions, clusters
morphology and clusters distribution in
cells and in tissues ex-vivo.

EDX (energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy)

Evaluation of cluster elemental
composition and distribution in cells and
tissues ex-vivo.

XAS (X-ray absorption
spectroscopy) with its variants
74
7c
XANES and EXAFS .

Determination of some structural
information on Gold and Sulphur atoms of
74,7c
the clusters

Table 2: List of the most commonly used techniques to characterize luminescent
GNCs for bio-imaging applications.
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1.8 Origin of luminescence
One of the most attractive properties of GNCs is luminescence, which find
applications in several fields as sensing,79 optoelectronic, energy storing,
imaging and catalysis. They attracted great attention in the last years
because of their superior photochemical stability77 compared to common
organic fluorophores. This is associated with satisfying emission QYs, long
luminescence lifetimes,77 interesting chiral and non-linear optical
properties, large cross-section, tunable emissions and luminescence
sensitivity to the environment. Moreover gold is characterized by good
biocompatibility. Emission wavelength from gold nanoclusters can span
from the UV to the IR with lifetimes in the range between tens of
femtoseconds and tens of microseconds. Luminescence is thought to be
generated through different mechanism and despite their photophysics is
not completely understood, some general principles governing the
phenomenon have been clarified. Emission from gold clusters has been
identified to be due to three principal causes, which will be described
more in details in the next paragraphs. The first is related to the core size
confinement effect, that generate discrete electronic levels, which shapes
and energies depend also on the core structure. The second cause are
superficial phenomena, while the third are interactions generated by
aggregation of gold species and aurophilic interactions.

1.8.1 Core structural arrangements and size confinement
quantum effects
According to the free electron model, in bulk conductive metals valence
electron are free to move in the lattice through the conduction band.
As the size of the metal start to become comparable to the Fermi
wavelength of an electron, until it diminish to few atoms, quantized
electronic states and energy levels start to emerge60,61 (Fig. 7) and (Fig. 16).
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As a consequence, a large part of the optical properties of these clusters
are determined by electrons light induced transitions between these
electronic states, analogously to what happen in molecules. For this
reason, the computation of their geometric and electronic structure is
crucial in characterizing their interaction with the electromagnetic
radiations.6,7b,80 Some theoretical models and computational methods
developed since today, to describe metal nanoclusters properties and
structures, are described in the apposite section. Jellium model (JM) is one
of the simplest that has been adopted to account for size confinement
quantum effects on metal NCs photochemistry. Despite its simplicity it has
a remarkable predicting power.6,60,61 It describe metal clusters valence
electrons as confined in orbitals which have the same symmetry of the
atomic ones (for spherical clusters) and that are filled according to similar
roles (more details in the models section). JM predict the scaling of
spherical metal NCs transitions energy, in function of their radius (Fig. 5),
according to the simple relation
Eq. 1:
where h is the Plank constant, 0 is the frequency of the transition, Ef is the
Fermi Energy of bulk Gold, N is the number of metal atoms of the cluster,
rs is the Wigner-Seitz radius of the metal and R is the radii of the
cluster.81,61 The model was initially developed for gas phase metal cluster
but its efficacy has been demonstrated also in solution phase by Zheng,
Dickson and coworkers, who demonstrated that PAMAM dendrimer
encapsulated GNCs, with fewer than 40 atoms,60,61 have both excitation
and emission energies scaling as Ef/N(1/3). JM also predict that when N
increase, the energy level spacing decrease until it become smaller than
kbT (Fig. 7), allowing plasmonic collective motions of the electrons.60,61
Jellium constitute an excellent basic model also to describe larger particles
plasmonic absorption and emission behavior, constituting a useful bridge
to explain the transition between molecular-cluster and metallic optical
properties.60
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Fig. 5: Correlation of the number of atoms (N) per cluster with emission energy.
Emission energy decreases with an increasing number of atoms. The correlation
of emission energy with N is quantitatively fit with EFermi/N1/3, as predicted by
the jellium mode.. When N equals 1, the energy of the valence electron is equal
to the Fermi energy because the valence electron is at the highest occupied
molecular orbital level. Emission energies of Au23 and Au31 exhibit slight
deviations from the EFermi/N1/3 scaling. Consistent with the narrow excitation
and emission spectra, the potential confining the free electrons flattens slightly
for Au23 and Au31, with the anharmonicity parameter U = 0.033. The
experimental values for the emission energies of Au3, Au28, and Au38 are 3.66,
1.55, and 1.44 eV, respectively (represented by triangles), which are all
consistent with the observed scaling relations. Kubo’s predicted model Ef /N and
the square-potential-box model (6/5E f /N2/3 are also shown in the figure.
Obviously these models cannot accurately fit the emission-energy scaling of the
61
Au clusters.
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Fig. 6 UV-VIS emission and excitation profiles of different sized GNCs from ref.

60

Fig. 7: Schematic of size-dependent surface potentials of Au clusters on different
size scales. For the smallest Au clusters (Au3 to Au13), cluster-emission energies
can be well fit with the energy-scaling law EFermi/N1/3, where N is the number
of atoms in each cluster, indicating that electronic structure transitions of these
small Au clusters are well-described by a spherical harmonic potential. With
increasing size, small anharmonicities distort the potential well, which at larger
sizes gradually distorts into a Woods-Saxon potential surface, and eventually
becomes a square-well potential, characteristic of electrons in large metal
61
nanoparticles.
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However, core size is not the only parameter that has to be considered.
Clusters with the same N but with different core structural arrangements
can have different electronic structures leading to different absorption and
emission features. A clear example of how absorption spectra depend on
cluster geometric and electronic structure is given in (Fig. 18) which shows
three clusters with the same N=25 ([Au25(PPh3)10(SC2H5)5Cl22+][(SbF6)22-],
Au25SR18 and Au25(SR)11) undergoing different transitions. A brief
explanation about how their absorption spectra is related to their
electronic structures is given in sections 1.9.2 and 1.9.3, and relies on
advanced models derived from the Jellium one.

Fig. 8: Au MPCs with different core sizes and monolayers. C6, C12, PhC2, PEG,
and PPh3 represent hexanethiolate, dodecanethiolate, phenylethanethiol,
poly(ethylene glycol) (MW 350) thiolate, and triphenylphosphine, respectively.
The spectrum of tiopronin MPC was measured in D2O; the others were
measured in methylene chloride. All spectra were excited at 400 nm. The
quantum efficiencies (relative to Q-switch 5 and DTTC) of the Au11, Au38,
-2
-4
-3
Au140TMA, and Au201 MPCs are 0.08, 1.2 × 10 , 1.8 × 10 , and 9 × 10 ,
respectively. Asterisks indicate artefacts from second- and third-order excitation
peaks (800 and 1200 nm); the dip at 1165 nm is partly due to solvent/ligand
82
absorption.
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1.8.2 Surface effects
Surface ligands have undoubtedly been proven to play a fundamental role
in GNCs photochemistry.83 This emerge clearly in the work of Wang et al.
which demonstrated that GNCs ranging from Au11 to Au201 and protected
by different ligands, showed similar NIR emissions, which did not scale
accordingly to their number of atoms.84 One year later, the same group
reported that this NIR emission intensity linearly increases with the
amount of polar thiolate introduced on the clusters surface by ligand
exchange (conserving core sizes). They also showed that the luminescence
enhancement was proportional to the electron withdrawing capability of
the ligand inserted and to the charge shift of the cluster core toward more
positive values.82 These results have been confirmed by Wu and coworkers, who studied the photophysical properties of Au25(SR)18 clusters.
They proved that changes in the core charge state can cause variation in
the NIR emission, QYs, lifetimes, absorption and emission bands shape
(Fig.7), while changes in the thiol nature influence only emission QY and
lifetime.85
Zhou and co-workers synthesized yellow and orange emitting gold
nanoparticles with mean core sizes of 2,1 and 1,7 nm respectively.86 These
emission wavelengths are in contrast with the ones predicted by the
jellium model and scale with the size in the opposite way. The authors
found that higher valence states of cores’ gold atoms, probably due to the
presence of Au(I) on its surface, is a fundamental factors for GNCs
luminescence. Furthermore they found that Au(I) further reduction to
Au(0) lead to a slight size increase, to the disappearing of luminescence
and to the appearing of a weak plasmon resonance.86 The importance of
Au(I) content for the luminescence of Red-NIR emitting GNCs has been
identified in several studies.87,33 Palmal and co-workers found that blue,
green and yellow GNCs composed by only Au(0) have emission QYs in the
order of 10-1 and lifetimes in the order of nanoseconds (comparable with
Zheng and Dickson’s PAMAM dendrimer encapsulated clusters), while the
ones containing also Au(I) have QY of 10-2 and lifetimes in the order of
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microseconds.33 Despite these results, Devadas et al. observed a dramatic
effect of thiols nature on Au25(SR)18 NIR emission wavelength (also if it has
to be noticed that different solvent were used).88 Similar long
luminescence decay components, in the order of the microsecond, are
often observed in studies on GNCs ligand dependent emissions, but the
nature of the surface states from which they are generated is not
completely understood. In literature, it is commonly hypothesized that
GNCs interaction with the ligands could result in the generation of triplet
states, whose population through ISC is aided by the strong spin-orbit
coupling effect of Gold.89

C

C

Fig. 9: Charge states of Au25(C2H4Ph)18 probed by differential pulse
voltammetry (DPV). (B) Luminescence spectra of [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18] q( -1, 0,
+1, +2). (C) Comparison of the UV-Vis spectra of different charge states of Au25
85
species. For clarity, the spectra are vertically shifted.
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Another diffused hypothesis83 is that luminescence could be ascribed to
charge transfer from the ligands to the metal core, which affect the
excited state relaxation dynamic. These charge transfers that happen in
the excited state, are analogous to the LMCT or LMMCT transitions typical
of metal complexes85 and which have been also observed for luminescent
Au(I)-thiolate monomeric species.90,85 Wu and Jin hypothesized that the
charge transfer from the ligand (RS) to the core can happen through AuSR bond or directly from the R group to the Gold (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10: Two possible pathways for the charge transfer from the ligand to the
90
Gold core from ref. .
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1.8.3 Aurophilic interactions and aggregation induced
emission (AIE)
As outlined in the previous sections, luminescent GNCs are often
synthesized starting from Au(I) thiolate polymers. These species have been
proven to be often present on clusters surfaces and to considerably affect
their electronic structure and emission. However, it has been observed that
Au(I) thiolate oligomers, in absence of NCs, can emit light when in
aggregated states (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Emission from aggregated form of Au(I)-thiolate polymers of different
thiols HS-(CH2)n-H bearing different sized alkylic chains, where n is the number
of the methyl units which compose them.

Analogously to Au(I) thiolate monomeric complex,90 their emission have
been hypothesized to be originated from Au---Au aurophilic interaction
and LMCT91 or LMMCT.85,92 Aurophilic interactions in the aggregates
depend on the thiolate polymer side chain nature and its electron
withdrawing capability, which both have been proven to effect the optical
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properties of the system.91,92 Luo and co-workers found that glutathione
gold thiolate polymers aggregation could be induced by solvent
precipitation or by cation-induced aggregation, with the concomitant
generation of strong microseconds lived luminescence (Fig. 12)92. They
identified this phenomenon as “aggregation induced emission” (AIE), by
analogy with the behavior of other fluorophores classes.93 The research
group has taken advantage of this phenomenon to synthesize GNCs with
an high ratio Au(I)/Au(0) and with high emission QYs around 15%.92 The
emission of these Au(0)Au(I)-SG GNCs was found to be very similar to that
observed for gold thiolate oligomers in terms of peaks position, shape,
intensity and lifetime. For this reason, the authors suggested that the
observed luminescence resulted from the AIE of Au(I) thiolates on
nanoclusters surface.92 Also in this is the case, the involved electronic state
would be located on the surface, and it would have a lifetime in order of
the microsecond, typical of triplets states.

92

Fig. 12: from ref , at the top left, a scheme of polymeric Au-thiolate AIE
emission generation, at the top right a scheme of the generation of AIE emitting
polymeric-thiolate protected GNCs, at the bottom left the emission from the
same Au-thiolate-polymer in aqueous solution with an increasing fraction of
ethanol, at the bottom right a photo of GNCs fractionation by PAGE and their
emission from solutions and solids.
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1.8.4 Combined effects
In gold nanoclusters, visible emission is generally associated to transitions
located into the core,94,95,60,61 while NIR emission is attributed to the
interactions of the core with the ligands.94,95 Core transition are short lived
(from nanoseconds for few atoms clusters,60 to tens of femtoseconds94,95
for few nanometers sized nanoparticles) while surfaces transitions are long
lived, in the order of microseconds. Core transitions probably result from
the generation of a hole in the ground state when an electron is promoted
to an excited state, while the emission would be generated by their fast
recombination. The recombination in few atoms clusters is slower
compared to that of larger particles presumably due to the presence of
discrete energy levels and higher energy gaps.95
Long lived NIR emission are commonly thought to involve a charge
transfer process, and have been observed to be almost independent on
the core size but more sensible to its oxidation state and to the ligands
nature.88,96,85 Both GNCs NIR and visible emission quantum yields, in many
cases, are very low, around 10–4 and 10–5 respectively. That suggests that,
sometime, non-radiative decay pathways can dominate on the radiative
ones, depending on the particular electronic structure of the cluster. In any
cases, the values are much lower than that of Dickson’s PAMAM
dendrimer encapsulated GNCs, which are around some tens percent.60 The
higher QY of PAMAM encapsulated GNCs could be explained by the
absence of non-radiative decay pathway, and by the impossibility to
transfer the excited state energy to surface localized states, probably due
to the absence of superficial thiolate ligands and Au(I). This could explain
the size dependent visible emission, in contrast with the size independent
NIR emission reported by Wang and co-workers.82 As suggested by Zheng
et al., also the Short lifetime of PAMAM encapsulated GNCs suggest that
there is no charge transfer between core and surface states.96
Conversely GNCs protected by thiolate ligands are capable of emitting in
the NIR region, probably thanks to the possible energy and/or charge
transfer between the core and the Au(I) thiolate ligands.
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This process can happen with decreasing emission QY, over a broad size
range, up to some nanometers. This is evident for cluster larger than 1,5
nm, where the complete reduction of the superficial gold to A(0) leaded to
the disappearance of the luminescence.86
According to the charge transfer interpretation, some strategies to
enhance the far-red/NIR emission QYs have been proposed by Wu et al.85
and Luo et al.,92 but it has to be taken into account, that the different
luminescence mechanisms listed above does not necessarily exclude each
other, and they can act at the same time contributing to the cluster
luminescence.
For example, in an ultrafast spectroscopic study on thiolate protected
Au25(SR)18 clusters, for which the X-ray crystallographic structure has been
determined, Devades et al. found two different emissions occurring
simultaneously in the red and in the NIR region. The authors of this study
suggested that: “... the 500 nm emission fundamentally arises from the
electron–hole recombination in the Au13 core with little perturbation from
surface ligands, but NIR emission at 700 nm originates from the
recombination of holes in the ground core state and electron decay from
core excited states to S–Au–S– Au–S semi rings” (Fig. 13).88 As confirmed
by Zheng and co-workers, according to the superatom theory, “... if we just
assume that the Au13 core behaves like an isolated cluster, the observed
short-wavelength emission at 500 nm (2.48 eV) from the Au13 core of
Au25 clusters is very close to the 2.43 eV emission from dendrimer coated
Au13 ...”96 found by the Dickson’s group.60,61
Two simultaneous emission mechanisms have been identified also for BSA
protected Au25. Wen et al. found that BSA-Au25 far-red/NIR emission is
composed by two bands, one at 639 nm and the other at 704 nm which
can be resolved by lowering the temperature. These two overlapped
bands showed opposite peak shifts and bandwidth variations upon
temperature changes, which suggest their different nature. Furthermore,
luminescence lifetimes of this system measured at 600 nm showed two
decay components one of 3.2 ns and another of 1.5 μs.97
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88

Fig. 13: Cartoon showing the relaxation pathway for Au 25SR18 proposed in ref. .

In a later study, these two bands
have been proven to be due to
prompt luminescence and delayed
luminescence
resulting
from
efficient
ISC
and
thermally
activated reverse ISC, between a
singlet and a triplet states whose
populations
are
in
thermal
89
equilibrium (Fig. 14).
Despite both bands are red shifted,
compared to that for thiolate
protected Au25, BSA-Au25 has not
been
demonstrated
to
be
composed by an Au13 core.
Fig. 14: Luminescence mechanism for
89
Au25-BSA GNCs proposed in ref.
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Fig. 15: XPS spectra: (a) Au 4f7/2 of Au25–BSA shows two peaks, one peak at 84.1
eV (green curve) and the other at 85.4 eV (red curve), which are attributed to
Au(0) (90%) and Au(I) (10%), respectively. The shift to the higher binding energy
of Au(0) at 84.7 eV for the small clusters Au8–BSA is related to the reduction of
the core size. (b) S 2p3/2 confirms the presence of gold bound to sulphur (pink
curve) for Au25–BSA and Ag8–BSA samples with peaks at 161.9 and 161.4 eV,
respectively. Unbound sulphur (purple curve) and oxidized sulphur (yellow
41
curve) are present in both samples.
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Moreover, the XPS analysis revealed an Au(I) content of only 10%
(Fig. 15),41 which significantly lower than in Au25SR18. Thus, considering an
Au(0) core larger then Au13, the lower energy emission measured by Wen
et al. could be in discrete accordance with the size dependency predicted
by the JM, and its relative lifetime could match the one of Zheng’s
PAMAM dendrimer protected GNCs.60,61 Despite the superatom theory
considers the ligands and the gold core as separate entities, an effect on
the gold core electronic structure caused by the ligands shell, it is likely to
exist.95,96
Depending on the core size and on the ligand structure and natures, the
core and the surface electronic states can have different relative positions
on the energy diagrams. This leads to different optical properties, decay
pathways and emission mechanisms. In this contest, despite some trends
have been identified, all of these mechanism and their complex interplays
have not been fully understood.96,79,71,21 Further advances in photophysical
studies, detailed structural characterizations and theoretical efforts are still
necessary to complete our knowledge on gold nanoclusters and small
Gold nanoparticles.
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1.9 Magic numbers, superatoms, electronic shells
closure effects and some theoretical models

As already mentioned, Gold Clusters composed by particular numbers of
gold atoms, which have been named “magic numbers”, have been found
to be particularly stable and they are commonly called “magic
clusters”.22,98,99,100,37,38,29,6 At the beginning, this particular stability has been
observed for ligand-free alkali metal clusters in gas phase,101,61,6 and one
of its manifestation is the recurrence of particularly pronounced and
periodically spaced peaks in the mass spectrum of metal
clusters.22,98,99,100,37,38,29,101,61,6 After the exclusion of other parameters
involved in MS measures, the major intensity of some peaks have been
attributed to the relatively higher abundance of clusters with certain
numbers of atoms, explained by the major stability.6
In the MS of ligand free Gold clusters, periodic patterns appear with the
simultaneous alternation of the relative abundance of clusters with an
even or odd number of atoms.102,22,98,6 These phenomena become more
evident as the clusters dimensions decrease, and they are related to the
emerging of quantum-mechanical behavior when their size approaches to
few atoms. At this order of magnitude, several properties such as
ionization energies, electron affinities, electronic polarizabilities,
magnetism and reactivity become quantized. Their values, in function of
the number of atoms, follow patterns that are similar to that found for MS
abundances.102,6 Notably magic numbers as 2, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58, …
correspond to the number of electrons necessary to fill in sequence the
1s<1p< 1d<2s<1f<2p<1g orbitals...
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1.9.1 Jellium model

Jellium is a model to describe the electronic structure of Gold clusters
which explain “molecular like” clusters optical properties and the existence
of magic numbers.61,6,22 This model come from nuclear physic and it has
been originally developed to describe atomic nuclei.6,61 The name “Jellium”
was introduced by Conyers Herring and represent the fusion of “Jelly” and
“um” which is a suffix for metal names as natrium or sodium.103 In the
model, the positive charge due to the nuclei are considered as uniformly
smeared all over the volume of the crystal in a uniform positive
background, generating a sort of metallic “jelly”, in which electrons
move.103,102
Considering a spherical cluster, the potential experienced by electrons has
a spherical symmetry and it acts from the center of the sphere.6 For this
kind of potential the one-electron Schrödinger equation can be solved
analytically. Analogously to an hydrogen atom, the Schrödinger equation
for this system can be separated into a radial, and an angular part.104
Eq. 2:
The numbers n and l and ml are respectively the principal, angular
momentum and magnetic quantum numbers whose values are restricted
to:

n= 1,2,3, …
l= 0,1,2, …
ml= -l … 0 … +l

(no restriction on l)
(2l+1) values

Clusters orbitals, computed in this way, have the same symmetry of atomic
orbitals and they are identified by the same letters (1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f etc.).
Differently from atomic orbitals, quantum number l have no restrictions
and the principal quantum number n is calculated differently from the one
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relative to atomic orbitals nat. For jellium orbitals n= nat-l and the number
of nodes of a wavefunctions is equal to n-1= nat-l-1. In the case of metals
of the first and eleventh group, each Gold atom contributes to fill the
jellium orbitals with the single unpaired electron in their s valence atomic
orbital. These electrons fill jellium orbitals according to Pauli exclusion
principle and following Hunds role.6
In terms of this picture, the odd and even oscillation of few-atoms-clusters
properties are explained in terms of spin pairing within the single Jellium
orbital, while magic numbers are explained in term of electronic shells
closure.80,22,102,61,6 In other words magic numbers arise when the number of
valence electrons (which for alkali and noble metals is equal to the
number of atoms N) is such that the 1s<1p<1d<2s<1f<2p<1g… Jellium
electronic shells are exactly and completely filled. Of course, for charged
clusters, magic number are shifted; for example, for mono-cations and
mono-anions, they are all shifted by +1 and -1 respectively.6
Due to their atom like features, often Jellium orbitals are called
“superatomic orbitals”, and the scientific community often refers to NCs as
“superatoms” or, in the case of completely filled shells, as “noble gas
superatoms”. Experimental evidences, in effect, suggest that these systems
behave as a single quantum entity.61
Magic numbers calculated using this model are dependent on the Jellium
orbitals sequence in the energy diagram, which depends on the kind of
potential chosen to describe the system. The last jellium orbitals sequence
we mentioned was originated from a Woods-Saxon potential (Fig. 7)
which is one of the most used and successful. It generated the magic
numbers sequence N*=2, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58…6,61 The jellium model is
substantially the same of the Free Electron model (which is the quantum
mechanical evolution of the classic Drude model) and it is based on the
same assumptions;61 the appearance of discrete energy levels is due to the
boundary conditions imposed by the potential.6 In its simplest empirical
form, the radial potential can be assumed to be simply “3-D harmonic”
and, in this way, the model can is already sufficient to explain several
magic numbers and clusters properties.
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However, in order to completely interpret the experimentally observed
phenomena, more complex formulations of the potential have to be
considered. Potentials can be formulated empirically or can be evaluated,
ab initio, by Density Functional Theory (DFT) or Hartree-Fock molecular
orbital calculations.6 A visual representation of some metallic clusters
superatomic orbitals based on the description of the Jellium model and
computed using DFT can be found in ref.105

-

Fig. 16: The shape of the superatoms’ orbital wavefunction for M25(SR)18 ,
105
calculated by DFT according to the Jellium Model description.

More detailed information on computational methods and different
models to describe clusters electronic structures, both in gas and in
solution phase, can be found in61,106,22,102,6 and in the reviews of
Häkkinen107,7b and Pyykkö.80,108,109
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1.9.2 Jellium model limits and Superatom complex model
Jellium model explains several ligand-free-clusters properties and it has
been extensively validated in gas phase, but the adaption of its
mathematic for molecule protected cluster has been challenging.106,110 In
solution, in fact, often happens that “magic core sizes” does not
correspond to “magic numbers” predicted for ligand-free gas phase
clusters (Fig. 17).111,37,38,29,110

Fig. 17: MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of magic numbered hexanethiolate coated
111
gold nanoclusters (d<2 nm, <250 atoms per nanocluster).

A slight idea of how things can get more complicated can be given by
considering the X-ray crystallographic structures of two 25 atoms gold
clusters published in 2007 and 2008. The two structures correspond to the
formulas
[Au25(PPh3)10(SC2H5)5Cl22+][(SbF6)22-]112
and
[TOA+][Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18-]78 and have been shown to be
characterized by two different Gold atoms arrangements.
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Despite 25 does not correspond to any magic number according to the
rules given above, shell closure concepts helps anyway in explaining the
particular stability of both structures:
- the first is composed by two icosahedrons of 13 atoms, each
with a 8e- closed shell, which share one vertex.112,113,114,115
- The second is an icosahedrons of 13 atoms, with a 8e- closed
shell, protected by six thiolate staples with formula
-Au2(SR)3-.78,7b
In order to unify the description of solution phase ligand protected
clusters, Häkkinen introduced the “divide and protect” concept110 and the
unifying “superatom complex” model.106,116,7b According to this model the
shell closing number n* can be calculated as n* = NvA − M – q, where N is
the number of core metal atoms, vA is their atomic valence, M is the
number of electron-localizing (or withdrawing) ligands (assuming, to
simplify, that each ligand can withdraw just one electron) and q is the
overall charge of the complex.106,7b
In the case of [TOA+][Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18-], this model correctly predicts
n*=25*1-18+1=8, a closed shell of eight electrons, while for
[Au25(PPh3)10(SC2H5)5Cl22+][(SbF6)22-] it predicts 25*1-7-2=16=2*8.

1.9.3 Superatom model limits, Super Valence Bond and
superatom-network models
Even if the superatom model has a really broad predicting power, it
cannot explain all the experimental evidences. For example, Nishigaki et al.
synthesized Au25(SR)11 which shows experimental evidences of the
absence thiolate staple motives on the surface.113
To model clusters that cannot be described as superatomic complexes, it
has been introduced the Super Valence Bond (SVB) model,117 which use
the concepts of valence bonds (VB) theory applying them to superatoms.
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According to its principles, analogously to atoms, superatoms can bind
together by sharing valence electrons and/or nuclei in order to reach the
shell closure.
Au25(SR)11: A can be modeled as two Au136+sharing a vertex and two
electrons to fill both their 8e- shells and to generateAu2514+. On the other
hand, the cluster [Au25(PPh3)10(SC2H5)5Cl22+][(SbF6)22-]: B can be modeled
as two icosahedral 8e- closed shell superatoms Au135+ which share one
vertex generating biicosahedral Au259+.113
SVB model can explain the major stability of A compared to B and the lost
of the single icosahedra optical properties in cluster A (Fig. 18-C vs Fig.
18-A1) compared to their large retention in cluster B (Fig. 18-A2 vs
Fig. 18-A1):
-

-

in B, the electronic shell of the two icosahedra are already
filled, resulting in a weak bond between the two units and the
almost complete retaining of their native electronic levels;
in A, the two icosahedra share two electrons in order to
complete their shells. That results in a stronger bond and in
the generation of electronic levels different from the native
ones.112,113

SVB can also explain the stability of Au38(SR)24 and the structure of its
Au23 core118,113 which has been experimentally confirmed119 also for AuAg alloys.120 In this case, two Au136+ icosahedra interact by sharing three
atoms (a face) and two electrons to complete both their 8e- closed shell,
and generating an Au239+ core which is surrounded by staple
motives.118,113
Soon after the SVB, it has been proposed the superatom-network (SAN)
model.116 It describes some clusters as network of closed shell superatoms,
which can be interconnected and held together by Au(I) thiolate staples
motives.
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(b)

(b1)

(b3)

(b2)

(b4)

(C)

Fig. 18: a) crystallographic structure of bi-icosahedral
2+
2[Au25(PPh3)10(SC2H5)5Cl2 ][(SbF6)2 ], 1) absorption spectra of its precursor
+
2+
2[Au11(PPh3)8Cl2] , 2) absorption spectra of [Au25(PPh3)10(SC2H5)5Cl2 ][(SbF6)2 ]
112
; b) crystallographic structure of b1) icosahedral Au13 core at the center of
Au25SR18 , b2) Au13 core surrounded by S and Au atoms of the Au25SR18
+
78
superficial staple motifs, b3) [TOA ][Au25SR18] complete structure,
b4)
Absorption spectra of Au25SR18 before (black) and after (red) its PAGE
purification, c) Twisted bi-icosahedral core structure proposed for Au25(SDpp)11
and its absorption spectra during 12h of size focusing. The inset shows the
121
absorption spectrum after 12h.
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SVB and SAN models describe superatoms as building-blocks which can
be combined together in atoms like fashions. and even if they are not
definitive, both of them can provide useful descriptions of GNCs structures
and predict empirical properties.122

1.9.4 Kinetic factors and models limits
It has to be said that, another case study on Au25(SR)18 showed that the
addition or the removal of one electron from its metallic core leads to a
cluster which is relatively stable. This phenomenon prove that shell-closure
condition is not necessary for clusters stability.123 suggesting that other
factors, probably of kinetic nature,29 play major roles.6
Negishi et al. found that, in their reaction conditions, thiolate nature
dependent kinetic trapping and stabilization was the principal
phenomenon governing their GNCs size distribution, with no appearance
of magic numbers.29 Also in gas phase at low temperature (<100 K), when
cluster are produced by laser ablation and rapidly cooled by supersonic
expansion, magic numbers have not been observed. An explanation is that
the magic numbers appear only when quasi-equilibrium conditions are
established, while in such low temperature procedure cluster production
could be dominated by kinetic factors. This is in accordance with the
observation that magic numbers appeared again
augmenting the
6
intensity of the laser beam. A confirmation of this hypothesis come from
the recent findings of two different structural isomers of Au38(PET)24 which
has been identified with the letters Q and T.124 The form T has been
thought to be the kinetically favoured specie resulting from the synthesis
condition employed, and which can be irreversibly converted, via thermal
route, to the thermodynamically more stable form Q,124 which has the
same structure described above for Au38(SR)24 observed by Quian.119,124
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1.10 Stability of thiols protected gold clusters
One of the main aspects to take into account during the GNCs synthesis is
their tendency to aggregate in order to constitute larger colloids or bulk
Gold. As introduced before, this phenomenon can be prevented if there is
a passivating layer of thiols coating them, which also play a role in GNCs
stabilization against etching.18 Gold colloids have optical properties which
vary remarkably, depending on their size, in a range from few atoms to
particles of hundreds of nanometers. For this reason, aggregation and
etching phenomena are usually associated with detectable changes in
clusters optical properties and it makes the UV-Vis spectroscopy the most
commonly employed technique to test Gold NPs and NCs stability.
The studies on Gold nanoclusters stability showed that some of them are
remarkably stable in different conditions. Some of these successful
examples are reported below.
PVP protected Au1, Au2 and Au3 GNCs synthesized by Beatriz Santiago
González et al. not only displayed a remarkable stability upon exposure to
H2O2 and NaBH4, but they also have shown negligible changes after two
year of exposure in ambient conditions.63 Aldeek and co-workers prepared
1,2 nm GNCs functionalized with different derivatives of lipoic acid and
they tested their long-term colloidal stability in different conditions,
reporting a strong resistance in presence of high electrolyte
concentrations, in the presence of reducing agents as glutathione and
over a wide range of pHs (2–13).34 Duan et al. synthesized extremely stable
mercaptoacetic acid functionalized GNCs, starting from Au8 precursor,
and observed no obvious effect on their luminescence properties even in 1
M HCl or 1 M NaOH.64 Au-BSA GNCs made by Zhang et al. have been
shown to retain their optical properties in physiological conditions40 and
also the orange-yellow emitting 1,6 nm GNCs produced by Xu and coworkers have shown good stability in the physiologically relevant pH
range and ionic strength.30 Bian Pingping et al. observed that Au17 GNCs
capped with MUA and Histidine mixed together were stable in
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atmospheric conditions over a period of two months.74 Oh et al. used
bidentated thiols to synthesize PEGylated NIR emitting GNCs and proved
their stability in pure water, DMSO, tissue culture growth media, high salt
concentrations (5X PBS) and in different storage and reaction conditions.
Photophysical stability of their system in cytosolic environment has also
been demonstrated directly inside cells.125 Palmal and co-workers
synthesized GNCs with tuneable emission wavelengths from blue to NIR
and tested their stability in imaging conditions.33 While blue, green and
orange emitting clusters were found to be stable, the authors reported the
instability of red emitting GNCs under light irradiation.33
The results from ref. 125 and 33 may seem conflicting, but their difference
simply reflect the strong dependence of GNCs stability on their protecting
ligand and on their features. The importance of capping agents nature is
confirmed also by the results of Santosh Kumara and Rongchao Jin who
compared two different Au25(SR)18 clusters coated by captopril or
glutathione and found that their thermal stability is strongly depend on
the substituent.121
Here we reported some cases to show that it is possible to obtain GNCs
which are stable in different conditions and we also reported a couple of
examples that account for the impossibility of generalizing observations
for all kind of GNCs. The stability of these species is governed by the
interplay of quantum mechanics effects, briefly outlined in the “theoretical
models” section, and the parameters which also affect the stability of
larger colloidal gold particles, such as steric protection, concentration, Zpotential surface charges and tight packing of the passivating ligands.
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1.11 XPS and HRTEM Lattice spacing determination
of thiols protected GNCs
Most of the assessments of thiols protected GNCs electronic structure by
XPS reveal that the binding energy between the sulphur atom and the
gold surface is located between that found for Au(0) metallic films (84 eV)
and Au(I)-thiolate complexes (86 eV), suggesting the presence of both
Au(I) and Au(0) (Fig. 19 B).40,30,77,126,127,74

127

Fig. 19 XPS analysis of the AuNCs@GSH: (A) survey scan; (B) Au 4f; (C) S 2p.
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The presence of Au(I) on cluster surface has also been observed using
different techniques as X-ray crystallography,78 in the study of Heaven et
al. on Au25(SR)18, and XANES spectroscopy, in the work of Sun et al. on
apoferritin templated GNCs. XANES helped the authors to confirm that
these protein templated red emitting Gold clusters are composed mainly
by Au0, mixed with little percentages of Au ions, most likely Au1+ and
excluding Au3+.31 X-ray crystallography allowed to determine that Au1+ can
be present on Gold surface as staples of gold thiolate polymers, which are
a very recurrent motive in GNCs chemistry.78 As found by Le Guével et al.,
XPS analysis of BSA-Au25 revealed substantial similar features to that of
thiolate protected clusters with percentages of Au(I) respect to Au(0) that
are generally lower (Fig. 15).41 Palmal and co-workers observed the same
features for red emitting clusters composed by more than 12 atoms, but
they found that their blue, green and yellow emitting clusters, composed
by less than 12 atoms, contained just Au0. They proposed that gold
oxidation state, on clusters surface, depends on the synthesis condition
and they correlated the presence of Au1+ thiolate to longer luminescence
lifetime, higher emission QY and lower photostability.33
In HRTEM measures, the lattice spacing found for most of GNCs is
approximately the same found for bulk Gold. For example 0,23 nm has
been found by Xu et al. for d=1.96 nm77, 0,24 nm has been found by
Zhang et al. for d=1,9 nm and127 0,22 has been found by Sun et al. for 1,2
nm GNCs using Cryo-EM (Fig. 20).31
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Fig. 20: Characterization of far-red Au–Ft. (a) Cryo-electron microscopy (CryoEM) image. Paired Au clusters were observed within the ferritin nanoreactor
(indicated by arrows). (b) HAADF-STEM image of far-red Au–Ft. There are about
40 paired Au clusters (indicated by ovals) within every 8 nm zone. (c) EDS of farred Au–Ft showing the presence of elemental Au, but not iron in the
nanostructure. (d) HRTEM image showing Au clusters at higher resolution. The
crystal lattice spacing is about 0.22 nm (inset), and the 111 face of Au is
31
evident.
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1.12 Applications in imaging and theranostics
Zhengyong Zhang et. al produced 11-MUA and DPA functionalized 1-2
nm GNCs with emissions tunable in the range 530-630 nm. These clusters
have been successfully employed for HeLa cells imaging in-vitro and they
have been shown to bond mainly the cellular membranes. In some extent,
this system was also ingested by cells, but MTT assay, after 3h of
incubation, has shown very low toxicity toward the HeLa line also at
concentration of 200g/ml.126
Similar results have been obtained by Palmal et al. who, using several
different thiols, synthesized GNCs with hydrodynamic diameter of about
5-12 nm and with tunable emissions from blue to NIR. They showed that
the emission wavelength can be tuned with some exceptions and some
limitations, for the majority of the thiols studied in this work by
modifications in the synthetic strategy. They also proposed a strategy to
functionalize their Gold clusters with polymers to improve their water
solubility, and to easily conjugate them with targeting ligands. In this
study different GNCs have been successfully employed to perform cellular
luminescence imaging systematically assessing their stability during the
measure under irradiation conditions.33
HeLa cells line has been used, again, from Bian Pingping et. al for testing
Au17 GNCs capped with a mix of MUA and Histidine. This system was
uptaken by cells via endocytosis and it has been shown to have a
negligible cytotoxicity at concentration lower than 40 M. Incubation of
this nanoprobe in cell culture, at a concentration of 20 M, allowed
luminescence imaging of the cytoplasm, where these GNCs tend to
localize in the biological sample.74
Also Cysteine GNCs have been employed as marker for cancer cells and
they have been tested on HeLa and A549 lines. They showed an efficient
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uptake from these cells and a strong luminescence signal once
internalized. Interestingly, the probe retained its emission properties even
after 90 minutes of continuous LASER irradiation. This is particularly
significant, since they showed a superior photochemical stability, also if
compared with CdTe QDs and FITC. Furthermore, the lifetime of these
GNDs is an order of magnitude greater than that of CdTe and two orders
greater than common fluorophores, leading to a better applicability of
GNCs, for applications such as gated imaging.77
Luminescent GNCs have been tested even in-vivo. Poon et al.
administered in-vivo, via tail vein injection, Tiopronine capped 2,7nm
GNPs to image a Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) induced in a mice model. The
mouse organs have been analyzed after dissection using NIRF, PA imaging
and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) (which is the
gold standard for the quantitative detection of gold in tissues76). The study
showed that the accumulation of the GNPs occurs mainly in tumor, spleen,
Liver and Kidney with a Good accordance between NIRF, PA and ICP-MS
results. The slight discrepancy in the inner particles distribution values
measured by NIRF and PA, has been attributed to the different intrinsic
limitations of the two techniques. Interestingly, these GNPs have been
shown to be still accumulated in the same organs after 24h, but further
information on their clearance and toxicity have not been provided as the
mice have been sacrificed for single organ analysis.24
In the study of Nair and co-workers, mice with well-defined tumor margins
were injected intravenously with PFL-AuC NPs, they were monitored by
NIRF imaging and treated with green LASER for photodynamic therapy.
3h p.i., these NPs mainly accumulated in tumor sites, allowing a clear
detection of the tumor position. A low signal was detected also in liver
and kidneys, organs involved in the clearance pathways. After 24h, NPs
concentration in liver and kidneys was more than doubled, while the intumor concentration was reduced of about 43%. The same NPs lacking the
protoporphyrin IX (PPIX) and Folic Acid (FA) components, showed the
complete inability of staining the tumor, probably due to the combination
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of a lower luminescence QY of the particles and the absence of the FA
targeting function. The LASER irradiation leaded to a successful
phototherapy, combined with the possibility of its real time follow up by
NIRF imaging. Tumors volumes and biomarkers have been monitored for
seven days by a vernier caliper and by fiber-optic luminescence
spectroscopy. The seventh day, mice have been sacrificed for the
histopathological evaluation of the interested tissues in order to verify the
in vivo results. All of these techniques showed tumor regression in the
PFL-AuC treated mice, in contrast with a tumor increase in the control
mice. Tumor volume decreased in treated mouse only for the first five
days and then reached a plateau, while tumor biomarkers showed
considerable changes until the seventh day. Finally histopathology
confirmed the results obtained with the other two techniques.25
Eunkeu Oh et. al synthesized PEGylated GNCs by using PEG derivatives
with a double thiolic function which provides a stronger bond between
Gold and the capping agent. These derivatives had PEG chains terminating
with three different functional groups, leading to the formation of
nanoparticles that display carboxylate, ammonium, azide or methyl ester
group on surfaces. Luminescence imaging experiments have been
performed incubating cells in presence of GNCs, functionalized by PEGCOOH, PEG-NH2 and PEG-NH-CPP (CPP cells penetrating peptide). CPP
functionalized GNCs were uptaken by COS-1 cells, and displayed a mostly
endosomal and perinuclear localization with a strong overlap with the
signal of a labeled transferrine, used to monitor the endocytic pathway.
On the other hand, PEG-COOH and PEG-NH2 seemed to be unable to
cross the cellular membrane. In the same work, imaging with these nonpenetrating NCs has been achieved by microinjecting them into cells. By
using this administration method, PEG-NH2 NC was still unable to cross
the nuclear and the cellular membrane, but it can diffuse through the
cytosol, giving an almost uniform staining pattern.
PEG-NH2 NCs photo-stability have been tested directly in the cytosol and
this system showed an high signal to noise ratio and a very strong
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Cuiji Sun et al. tested apoferritin protected GNCs on human colorectal
carcinoma cell line, Caco-2 and on human hepatoma cell line HepG2.
These protein coated GNCs have been shown to be not toxic to both cell
lines and to be uptaken only by the Caco-2 specie. The uptake is probably
mediated by apoferritin specific receptors which are not expressed by the
HepG2 line. In this case the uptaken clusters tend to localize in proximity
of the plasma membrane and in few vesicles dispersed in the cytoplasm.
Apoferritin-GNCs have then been tested on mice and their distribution has
been assessed in-vivo by whole body luminescence imaging (Fig. 21). The
study showed that the protein-gold complex, after tail vein injection,
initially accumulates in the kidneys, liver and spleen. Then Its
concentration starts to diminish rapidly in the spleen after only 1h from
the injection, while the same effect is slower in liver and kidneys. In fact,
luminescence signal was detectable in-vivo at least up to 7h in these major
organs, and in-vivo results have been confirmed by ex-vivo evaluations,
performed by ICP MS and luminescence imaging. It is worthy to notice
that the approximate size of this nanosystem is around 12 nm, more than
the double of the cut off size for kidneys filtration. For this reason, its
penetration in this mayor organ has been hypothesized to be mediated by
specific receptors which regulate ferritin metabolism. The luminescence
signal from the kidneys was mainly localized around proximal tubule cells
and further localization assessments found the presence of ferritin-GNCs
in both renal cortex and renal medulla.31
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Fig. 21: In vivo and ex vivo imaging of far-red Au–Ft with female nude mice and
ICP-MS analysis showing the distribution of Au in various tissues. (a) Whole
body dorsal luminescence images of nu/nu female mice at different time points
after far-red Au–Ft injection into the tail vein. The final concentration of Au–Ft
was 0.8 nmol/g body weight. For each panel, the Au–Ft injected mouse is shown
on the right and a saline injected control is shown on the left. Ex vivo imaging of
Au–Ft in mouse organs (b and c). (b) Luminescence images of nu/nu female
mouse organs 6 h after Au–Ft injection. Control mice were injected with
physiological saline, and organs from these animals are shown on the left. (c)
Luminescence images of nu/nu female mouse organs at different time points
after Au–Ft tail vein injection. The final concentration of far-red Au–Ft was 0.8
nmol/g body weight. Tissue distribution of far-red Au–Ft in both kidney and
lung in Au–Ft injected mice or the control mice (d and e). (d) Organ distribution
of far-red Au–Ft in both kidney and lung of Au–Ft injected mice or the control
mice. (e) The detailed tissue distribution in kidney of Au–Ft injected and control
mice. The first row showed the tissue background luminescence
(autoluminescence), which indicated the kidney tissue structure. The distribution
of Au–Ft luminescent probe in different kidney regions was shown in the second
row. The DAPI staining in the third row indicated the nuclei of kidney tissue. The
bottom row was an overlay of the second and third rows. The white arrow
showed the glomerulus, and the yellow arrow showed the renal tubular. Scale
bar = 200 μm. (f) ICP-MS analysis showing the distribution of Au and specific
tissue accumulation in various tissues at 2 h after injection of Au–Ft. Kidney and
31
liver are the major sites of Au accumulation.

Zheng and coworkers synthesized Au-BSA GNCs, slightly modifying the
method of Xie,39 and confirmed the suitability of this system for cells and
whole small animal luminescence imaging. The probe, with an emission
QY of 9.4%, displayed almost no toxicity on MCF-7, HeLa, and L02 cell
lines, and it was internalized during the incubation, enabling good cells
imaging. On a mice model, the probe was directly injected in induced
subcutaneous tumoral mass of MCF-7 and HeLa cells to perform whole
body luminescence live imaging. The system was tested using an
excitation and an emission wavelength of 520 nm and 710 nm respectively
and allowed the recording of clear tumor images also in-vivo. The best
imaging condition were achieved 60 min post injection, after which, the
probe is gradually cleared from the tumor. After 12h histopathological
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analysis of excised organs showed almost no luminescence signal, except
from the tumor mass. No sign of clear toxicity has been observed on the
mouse during the overall treatment.40
Also Gao and colleagues synthesized red emitting BSA protected GNC,
and they tested it in-vivo, on mice, in order to perform whole body
luminescence imaging and 2D/3D computed tomography imaging (Fig.
22). As suggested in previous studies, they found that this probe mainly
concentrates in kidneys and liver within two hours after tail vein injection
and it can be excreted with urine. In the conditions chosen for this study,
mayor organs visualization through whole body luminescence imaging
was impossible using this BSA protected AuNCs. This is probably due to
the poor penetration of light in tissues. A detailed whole body
visualization of the urinary organs has been achieved with CT, for which it
was demonstrated a much higher contrast compared to commercial
iopromide. In the same experiment, weak signals allowed also the
visualization of other mayor organs (Fig. 22). Ex-vivo luminescence
imaging to quantify gold amount in dissected mayor organs was
successfully achieved. In effect, the luminescence emission intensity was
consistent with the signal observed from the same organs in whole body
CT, with strong signals collected from kidneys and liver and a weak signals
from lungs and spleen.128
The combination of the results of ref. 128 and
of 24h, BSA-GNC is cleared by kidneys.128,40

40

suggest that, in the order

Dongyun Chen et. al used orange emitting 1nm GSH coated GNCs to
functionalize 120 nm polymeric self-assembled pH-labile NPs. This system
has been designed for the delivery of hydrophobic drugs, triggered by the
mildly acidic environment experienced by the probe once uptaken in
targeted cancerous cell expressing FA receptors.
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Fig. 22: In vivo 3D CT images of saline and BSA-Au clusters-injected mice at 2 h
post injection in the (a) supine and (b) prone positions. (c) An anatomical
diagram of the kidney. (d) An enlarged view of the major organs of the BSA-Au
cluster-injected mouse (bone is subtracted out). The heart, liver, kidneys, and
bladder are outlined with white dashed curves. The orange and yellow dash
128
curves marked the ureter, renal pelvis, and a major calyx.
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Thanks to the presence of GNCs, the distribution of this multifunctional
probe has been assessed by luminescence microscopy, both on cell
culture and in mice excised tissues after in-vivo administration.129 An AuBSA-IGG-Porphyrine nanosystem has been developed for targeting,
imaging and light induced suppression of Staphylococcus Aureus bacteria
in PDT applications. In-vitro, both Methicillin-resistant (MRSA) and
Methicillin-sensitive (MSSA) strains were targeted thanks to the antiSAIgG,
and the light-driven suppression mediated by Porphyrine generation of
singlet oxygen has been shown to be efficient. In fact, after 30 minutes of
red light irradiation, the number of colony-forming units (CFU) of both
strains was reduced of about 90%, while the control (bacteria in absence
of the nanosystem) only showed a diminution of about 30 % in the same
conditions. The presence of the gold nanocluster inside the BSA structure
allows to clearly visualize the targeting process with luminescence, upon
green light irradiation and red light observation. Test on S. Aureus and E.
Coli mixed together, showed a great selectivity of the nanosystem toward
S. Aureus of both strains. The toxicity of the nanosystem on the bacteria
was negligible in dark condition and it has been shown to be greatly
enhanced upon red light irradiation, with killing effects slightly superior
against MRSA compared to MSSA. These results show the potentialities of
this nanosystem as theranostic agent, as it can selectively target S. Aureus
and allow its detection irradiating with green light and its treatment by
PDT using red light. Unfortunately no additional information on its
applicability in vivo are provided in the same work.130
Pu Zhang and co-workers synthesized Au20BSA GNCs functionalized with
Folic and Hyaluronic acids as probes for active in-vivo targeting, detection
and imaging of tumours. These nanoprobes have been tested in-vivo and
in-vitro, and have shown no sign of toxicity. The study demonstrate that
for the first 1-3h these protein-GNCs species can diffuse through almost
the whole mice and that they are subsequently metabolized and cleared
overtime via renal or hepatic pathways. In-vivo experiments demonstrated
the effective possibility of selectively image tumor sites using these
probes, thanks to their retention and slower clearance from tumoral
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tissues. The luminescence signal from the stained tumors was from 4,5 to
6 time stronger than the one detected from the rest of the body. The Intumor probe accumulation has been demonstrated to happen mainly
thanks to the receptor mediated uptake of the probe, while the EPR
phenomenon contribute only slightly to the retention of these
nanosystems in the targeted area.131
J. Wang et. al noticed that tumoral cells can selectively synthesize AuNCs
from gold precursor in vivo. BALB/c athymic nude mice were implanted
subcutaneously with HeLa cells and the tumor reached 7mm size after 10
days. They found that a 10 mmol L-1 AuCl4- solution prepared in PBS (100
mL) administered to BALB/c athymic nude mice via tail vein injection,
allows the precise localization of the tumor via whole body NIRF imaging.
Tem analysis and ICP MS of dissected organs confirmed the presence of
AuNCs inside cells of tumoral tissue, while in the normal tissue the gold
content was relatively low and NCS were not detectable. A quite large
amounts of gold were found in the excretory organs after 48h from the
injection, and some clues on the biocompatibility and possible clearance
of these in vivo generated Au-NCS consists on the unchanged behaviour
of the injected mice and the finding of Au-NCS in their urethra.75
Zhou et al. discovered that 2-nm GSH-coated luminescent AuNPs (GSAuNPs) can be easily cleared out of mice organism via renal pathway, with
efficiency one or two orders of magnitude higher than other GNPs with
similar size but different surface functionalization. This has been
hypothesized to be due to the small size of the particles and to its reduced
interaction with serum proteins. The research group used particles
luminescence to track their renal excretion and urine were also analyzed
with ICP-MS to control the clearance kinetic. Renal excretion started 2h
post injection (p.i.) and proceeded with the clearance of more than the
50% of injected cluster after 24h p.i., up to 75% 72h p.i. The retention of
particles luminescence properties, after their in-vivo circulation and
excretion, accounted for the stability of this probe in physiological
conditions.132,133
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Zhang et al. successfully employed GSH and BSA protected Au25 GNCs as
radiosensitizer for cancer radiotherapy, obtaining promising results.51,7d
The study compared in-vivo radiotherapy enhancement efficacy, toxicity,
biodistribution, tumor accumulation (via EPR) and clearance kinetic of
both clusters. For comparative biodistribution assessment by the whole
body luminescence imaging, clusters were labeled with Cys5. Authors
found faster renal clearance, higher in-tumor accumulation and lower
collateral in-organs retention for Cys5-GSH-Au25 than for Cys5-BSA-Au25.
20 days p.i. of non labeled clusters, pathological data from major organs
showed a good biocompatibility of both BSA and GS protected ones.
However, some evidences of liver toxicity and reduction of red blood cell
count have been reported for the BSA protected one. (Fig. 23).51

Fig: 23: a) Pathological data from the liver, spleen, kidney, lung, and heart of
mice treated with GSH- and BSA-Au25 NCs at the concentration of 10 mg-Au
−1 51
kg-body .
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Fig:23
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Fig. 23 b) Haematology data of mice treated with GSH- and BSA-Au25 NCs at
day 20 after injection. The results show mean and standard deviation of white
blood cells (WBC), red blood cell (RBC), hematocrit (HCT), mean corpuscular
volume (MCV), haemoglobin (HGB), platelets (PLT), mean corpuscular
haemoglobin (MCH), and mean corpuscular haemoglobin concentration
(MCHC). c) Blood biochemistry analysis of mice treated with GSH- and BSAAu25 NCs at day 20 after injection. The results show mean and standard
deviation of alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST),
total protein (TP), albumin (ALB), blood urea nitrogen (BUN), creatinine (CREA),
globulin (GOLB), and total bilirubin (TB). Data were analyzed by Student's t-test
51
and * in b) and c) indicates P < 0.05.

Glutathione and cysteamine capped FGCs have been shown to exhibit pHdependent adsorption on live cell membranes.33
On a mice model, using GS-GNPs functionalized with FA, Chunlei Zhang
et. al confirmed the possibility to image cells in-vitro, and to selectively
image induced tumors in-vivo. This system has been proven to be almost
not toxic to tested cells (human gastric cancer MGC-803 and gastric
epithelial GES-1) and showed good biocompatibility in-vivo as well.
Histological assessment of mice tissues over 14 days, after a single
injection of the probe, showed no necrosis, suggesting its suitability as
injectable imaging agent. Multimodal imaging of the induced tumor has
been successfully performed on mice, using NIRF and X-ray computed
tomography (CT) imaging. These particles have been administered to mice
via intratumor injection and have been shown to diffuse inside the tumor
mass and to allow its detection even 4h post injection.127
Jinbin Liu et al. compared in-vivo the tumor targeting efficiency of both
IRDye 800CW dye and 2,5 nm GSH functionalized NIR emitting GNPs. A
mice, used as a model, has been subcutaneally injected with human breast
cancer cell line MCF-7. When the tumor reached a palpable size of 6-8 mm
GNPs and the IRDye were injected intravenously for the imaging study. In
an initial stage the two species have similar distribution kinetic, but 12h
post injection, GNPs accumulated at tumor site at a concentration 10
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times higher than the molecule, and they had been cleared from normal
tissues 3 times faster. In this process, GNPs reached the detection
threshold three times faster than the Dye. The authors demonstrated that
GNPs with size below the renal filtration cutoff can be effective in passive
tumors targeting as they are still capable of accumulating in those tissues
by EPR effect. In the same study they also demonstrated that this kind of
GNPs can distribute rapidly in the mouse tissues and that they can be
excreted with the urine.
If compared with inorganic QD, despite their lower QY, in the case of
passive tumor targeting this emitting Gold specie allowed to achieve a
better contrast, thanks to their distribution kinetic profile.134
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The system has been tested on cells in
combination with Fe3O4NPs and it is
out of the purposes of this article.

Low. Cell viability was greater than 75%
MTT assay on
after 48 h incubation with a
HeLa cells in
concenetration of NCs in the range of
vitro.30
0–400 mg/mL.

MTT assay
In vitro: Very low.
on MCF-7 ,HeLa
In vivo: no sign of evident toxicity but
and L02 cell.
further evaluation is required.
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Au28@
Transferrine
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-
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≈ 7.7

15
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±
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A549, Hep-2 cell
lines and
Mice.131

Not toxic Not citotoxic up to a Hela, HepG-2, 3T3
concentration of 80 M (calculated as cell lines and
Au) in vitro
Mice.47

Not toxic

Table 3: Features of different luminescent GNCs. In
order cluster ligands/molecular formula, Gold core
diameter, hydrodynamic diameter (HD d), absorption
wavelengths (Abs.), emission maximum (Em. max),
emission QY, luminescence lifetimes (t), toxicity,
toxicity assessment method employed and tested
organism models are shown.

l < 480

l < 600

t1= 10.4
(1.66%)
t2 = 453
(97.2%)

2 Apparent effect of nanomaterials on
photoisomerization

2.1 Introduction
Photoisomerization reaction have been used to prepare photocontrollable
and phototunable nanomaterials. In most cases this nanosystems have
been prepared by integrating photoreactive molecules into
supramolecular architectures or using them to functionalize nanoparticles
or other nanostructures. This approach has been exploited to produce
nanomachines and nanodevices for imaging as well as for controlled
release.10 The interaction of the photoactive unite with the whole structure
is fundamental both for the basic research, to understand the effect of the
environment on the photoisomerization process and for the applicative
point of view since it affect the actual efficiency of the final materials.
Integration in nanoparticles has been often reported to cause a decrease
in the photoisomerization efficiency of molecules bound to the
surface.135,136,137,138 This effect has been typically explained as resulting
from the reduced mobility experienced by the molecules.135,136
In this Chapter we will show that a significant decrease of the
photoisomerization QY, of a derivative of the most widely studied
photoisomerizable dye (azobenzene), is observed in the presence of
nanoparticles even in the absence of an actual interaction. We will also
propose a simple approach to perform quantitative measurement
unaffected by this phenomenon. The results will be reported in the cases
of two important examples of nanomaterials such as gold nanoparticles 1
and graphene.139
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2.2 Materials
4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid (T) 98% has been purchased by Sigma Aldrich.
TEG functionalized GNPs have been synthesized by the F. Mancin group of
the University of Padova as described in ref. 140 and 141. Graphene XGNP®
grade C powder has been purchased by XG Sciences.

2.3 Photoirradiation experiments
Photoirradiation experiments have been performed in quartz cuvettes,
(optical path = 1cm) with a mercury lamp and a bandpass filter to irradiate
at 313 nm. 2,5 mL of azobenzene 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid (T) solution
4*10-5 M, in carbonate buffer 100mM at pH 10, have been irradiated under
vigorous stirring both in absence and in presence of two common
nanomaterials. The first cuvette contained only T, the second contained T
and TEG functionalized GNPs while the third contained T in presence of
graphene. The concentration of T, in the three solutions, has been kept
constant as all the other irradiation parameters. TEG functionalized GNPs
concentration was 3.89*10-5 M, corresponding to a ligand concentration of
1*10-4 M, while graphene concentration was 13 mg/mL. Irradiation has
been performed by steps of 30 seconds, and the absorbance has been
measured, after each irradiation step, in correspondence of T’s main
absorption peak.

Scheme 1: trans-cis 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic isomerisation.
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2.4 Conventional approach to PI rate determination
Azobenezene and its derivatives are molecule which contain two benzenic
rings linked by an N=N double bond. They exist in equilibrium between
their trans and cis forms and, most of them, in dark condition, at room
temperature, are almost at 100% in their trans form, the most
thermodynamically stable.
The trans isomer can be converted into the cis by light irradiation (Scheme
1) The reverse reaction, that already occurs spontaneously at room
temperature, can be promoted by irradiating at different wavelengths or
by heating. Light induced switching between these two isomers is called
photoisomerization.10
For a photochemical reaction such as photoisomerization the quantum
yield can be expressed as the number of reactant molecule that disappear
per unit of time, divided by the photons absorbed in the same time
interval. For the particular case of Trans to cis PI of azobenzene:
Eq. 3:
Where dn(T)/dt = number of trans azobenzene interconverted in the unit
of time and qas = absorbed flux of photons, defined as the number of
photons absorbed in the reaction cell in the unit of time.
The amount of trans azobenzene still present in solution can be
determined, with good approximation, by measuring the absorbance in
correspondence of its main absorption peak. In fact, at such wavelength,
the cis specie has an  about one order of magnitude lower than the trans
and, in thermal equilibrium, it is present in much lower concentration. 142
For these two reasons, the cis form contribution to the solution
absorbance, at this particular wavelength and at the begin of a
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photoirradiation process, can be neglected. Thus, knowing the  of the
trans specie in correspondence of its absorption maximum and measuring
the correspondent absorbance, it is possible to determine its
concentration with good approximation. As the light source used in the
spectrophotometer is much weaker than the source used for the
irradiation, the photoisomerization triggered during the measure is
quantitatively negligible.
To calculate the photoisomerization QY, it is also necessary to measure the
number of photons absorbed in the reaction cell during the irradiation
time. To this purpose, the absorbance of the solution at the irradiation
wavelength is related to the ratio between the intensity of incident and
transmitted light. When this ratio is known, the number of absorbed
photons in the reaction cell at a given time (qas), can be calculated if the
number of photons incident on the reaction cell at the same time (qin) is
known. These two quantities are defined as
Eq. 4:

;

The number of photons respectively incident and absorbed in the reaction
cell, in the unit of time. qin can be measured by attinometry as described in
ref143 and it is generally constant, as it depend just on the lamp used, the
wavelength chosen, and the geometry of the irradiation set up. Contrarily,
qas vary as the photoisomerization occurs, and this have necessarily to be
considered as described later. At every time t, qin and qas are related as:
Eq. 5:
Eq. 6:
Where fas and A are respectively the total fraction of light absorbed and
the total absorbance of the solution. If the trans azobenzene is the only
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specie present in solution, according to the Lambert Beer law, A in the last
equation can be written as
Eq. 7:
Where [T] is the concentration of the trans specie.
According to Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, Eq. 3 can be written as
Eq. 8:
which leads to the differential equation
Eq. 9:
During the irradiation, because of the variation of [T], also the absorbance
and the absorbed light fraction change during time, thus making difficult
the integration of Eq. 9 except in two limit cases. For highly concentrated
(A>2) or highly diluted (A<0,1) solutions, the determination of
photoisomerization quantum yields can be simplified by two
approximations. In the first case, all of the incident light is considered to
be absorbed while, in the second case, the absorbed light fraction fas can
be approximated by the relation fas = A*ln(10).
These two approximations lead to two different solutions of the Eq. 9
which are respectively.
Eq. 10:

Eq. 11:
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In the cases of solutions with absorbance comprised between the two
listed above, if the variation of A is small and it appear to be linear, the
absorbed light fraction can be approximated as constant ad equal to the
mean between the its values at time t and at time t=0.
Eq. 12:
Where (fas)0 = mean absorbed light fraction at time 0, (fas)t = mean
absorbed light fraction at time t, A0 = Absorbance of the solution at time
t=0 and At = Absorbance of the solution at time t.
From this approximation, the integration of Eq. 9 leads to
Eq. 13:

≈

Where  = Photoisomerization quantum yield, [T]0 = Concentration of
Trans 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid at time 0 [mol/L-1], [T]t = Concentration of
Trans, 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid at time t [mol/L-1], V = Volume of the
irradiated solution [L-1], Na = Avogadro number [molecules/mol], qin = Flux
of incident photons on the reaction cell [number of photons/s], t =
irradiation time [must have the same unit of measure used for qin] and
(fas)m = mean absorbed light fraction.
This approximation is more accurate for t  0 than for longer irradiation
time, when the cis form absorption contribution become more relevant.
In Fig. 24 are shown the absorption spectra of T during the
photoisomerization and in Fig. 25 it is shown the photoisomerization
kinetic. The apparent PI QY, for successive irradiation steps, calculated
according to Eq. 9, can be plotted against time and fitted by a line. The
real PI QY can be extrapolated from the fitting line intercept on the y axis,
which is the best estimate of the PI QY of T (Fig. 26).144
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4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid photoisomerization
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Fig. 24: 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid UV-Vis spectra during photoisomerization.
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Fig. 25: 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid photoisomerization kinetic plotted as
absorbance at 326 nm in function of time.
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Photoisomerization quantum yield of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid
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Fig. 26: Apparent photoisomerization QY of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid in
function of the irradiation time.

2.5 Results and discussion
In this Chapter we will demonstrate that an apparent decrease of the PI QY
of azobenzene (AB) is observed in the presence of GNPs and graphene.
Quantitative measures of PI QY and kinetic constants are altered when the
optical effects, related to the presence of these particles in suspension, is
not properly taken into consideration. To do this, we will investigate with a
conventional approach the photoisomerization of the azobenzene
derivative (T) which is soluble in water at pH 10 (100mM carbonate buffer)
in presence and in absence of GNPs and graphene.
For a photochemical reaction such as photoisomerization, quantum yield
can be expressed as the number of molecule of reactants that disappear
per unit of time, divided by the photons absorbed by the sample in the
same time interval. This measurement hence require the ability to measure
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the concentration of the reactant at given times as well as the number of
photons adsorbed by the system after each irradiation time interval. Both
data are typically determined by measuring the absorbance of the solution
at two different wavelengths, the former of which is the irradiation
wavelength and the latter a diagnostic wavelength for the reactant (or the
product). In Fig. 27 it is shown the typical setup for the PI experiment.

Fig. 27: Experimental irradiation set-up.

The irradiation beam (for simplicity cylindrical and monochromatic)
penetrates into the solution and it is progressively attenuated. As a
consequence, the photon intensity profile decreases as a function of the
depth in the solution x. The decrease in intensity in a given path dx is
proportional to the number of excited states formed. So if I is expressed as
number of photon for time interval and s is the beam section the excited
state concentration is dI*s*dx/volume=dI. This means that the
concentration of excited state is the highest in the first layer of solution
and it decreases exponentially moving along the light propagation axis. If
not compensated this would cause a major formation of the product in
the first layer of solution and to changes in intensity distribution along x
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that would be hardly predictable. In order to avoid this, the solution is
continuously stirred to guarantee its homogeneity.
Assuming hence that the concentration of all the species (with the
exception of the exited states is constant in the system) the actual number
of photons adsorbed per time unit can be simply determined by
measuring the absorbance at the irradiation wavelength A(lirr) using Eq. 6.
To this purpose it is fundamental to determine the number of photons
incident on the reaction cell.
In our case, this has been done using potassium ferrioxalate as
attinometer, according to the method suggested by Fisher in ref 143, and
we found an incident photon flux of 8.57*1014 photons/s.

Eq. 14:

Fig. 28: Representation of the nanomaterials employed in this study.
Top: TEG-GNPs. Bottom: XG Sciences Graphene XGNP® grade C.
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4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid photoisomerization in presence of TEG GNPs
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Fig. 30: 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid absorption spectrum in presence of graphene
during photoisomerization.
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Where Y(313) = 2.54 * 10-7 for the 313nm emission band of a common
mercury lamp. Other values of Y, for different bands of common mercury
lamps can be found in ref. 144.
In our experiments, 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid (T) 4*10-5 M, in carbonate
buffer 100mM at pH 10, has been irradiated under vigorous stirring at 313
nm using a Mercury lamp with a bandpass filter. Keeping constant the
concentration of T, the experiment has been performed on T alone and in
presence of TEG functionalized GNPs or Graphene. TEG functionalized
GNPs concentration was 3.89*10-5 M corresponding to a ligand
concentration of 1*10-4 M. Graphene concentration was 13 mg/mL.
The absorption spectra of these solutions during the photoisomerization
are shown in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30. The photoisomerization kinetics in the
three conditions has been compared by plotting the solution absorbance,
in correspondence of T’s main absorption peak, against time (Fig. 31).
Kinetics seem very different resulting in an apparent variation of the
photoisomerization QY of T. This phenomenon in some cases, have been
attributed to the interaction between the two species and to a quenching
effect of nanomaterials on photoisomerization QYs.135,136,137 In this study,
we will prove that this phenomenon can be observed also in absence of a
real interaction between the two components.
We analyzed our data employing a conventional approach for the
determination of PI QYs, which has briefly been summarized in a
dedicated section. The PI QYs calculated in this way are in fact significantly
different between each other Fig. 32.
Above, it has been described how we calculated the flux of incident
photons. The total absorbed fraction of this incident photons. at time t, is
(fas)tTot and it can be calculated as.
Eq. 15:

.

Where AtTot = total absorbance of the solution at the time t.
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Photoisomerization kinetic of PBA alone and in presence of
TEG functionalized GNPs or graphene
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Fig. 31: Photoisomerization kinetics of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid alone (black)
and in presence of TEG-GNPs (red) and graphene (green) Points represent the
solution absorbance at 326 nm in function of the irradiation time ( lecc = 313
nm). The last two spectra have been scaled to superimpose the all the first
absorbance values.
Photoisomerization quantum yield of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid
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Fig. 32: Apparent photoisomerization QYs of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid alone
(black) and in presence of TEG-GNPs (red) and graphene (green), in function of
the irradiation time, calculated with the conventional approach.
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PBA

PBA and TEG-GNP

PBA and Graphene



0.20 ± 0.01

0.08 ± 0.004

0.10 ± 0.005

2

0.99

0.98

0.99

r

Table 4: photoisomerization QYs () of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid (PBA) alone
and in presence of TEG-GNPs and graphene. QYs have been calculated as the
intercepts of the apparent QYs plot (Fig. 32) obtained using the conventional
approach outlined in Section 2.4.

For a correct data analysis, it should be considered that only a part of the
absorbed light fraction is effectively experienced by T, while the remaining
part interacts with the nanomaterial.
To determine the flux of photons absorbed by T (qasT), Eq. 5 becomes:
Eq. 16:
In presence of multiple species, according to the Lambert Beer law, for a
given wavelength the absorbance of the solution in function of the depth
x is:
Eq. 17:

Where N = number of species in solution,  = molar absorption
coefficient at the given wavelength, c = concentration, l = light beam
optical path length inside the solution.
This means that, for two species, the contribution to the solution
absorbance, of each infinitesimal segment x, is equal to the sum of the
absorbances of the two single components in the same segment (the
absorbance of the single components depend only on the product of its 
and its concentration in the particular segment).
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Thus, for each x, the ratio between the absorbance of one component
and the total absorbance of the segment is simply given by A1/(A1+A2). In
our case, the concentration of all species has been kept homogeneous
during the irradiation. Consequently, the total fraction of light absorbed at
time t by the solution (fas)tTot can be directly weighted on the absorbances
at the same time, to obtain the corresponding fraction of light exclusively
absorbed by T, (fas)tT:
Eq. 18:
Where AtT = absorbance of T at the time t and at the irradiation
wavelength [AU]. AOther = absorbance of the other species except T
(nanomaterials), at the time t and at the irradiation wavelength [AU] and
(fas)tTot= fraction of light absorbed by the solution at the time t.
If the nanomaterial contribution to the solution absorbance AOther remains
constant during the irradiation, all the values in eq. 16 can be determined:
AOther is directly measured using an equal solution but where T is absent,
AtT is determined as AtT=AtTot-AtOther and AtTot is directly measured during
the experiment.
After these considerations, if with T, other species are present in solution,
and these can contribute to the total absorbance at the irradiation
wavelength (without changing their contribution during the irradiation) Eq.
13 must be expressed as
Eq. 19:

≈

If the nanomaterial does not change its absorbance contribution neither at
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the diagnostic wavelength, as in our case, Eq. 19 can be written as
Eq. 20:

≈

Where AtT = absorbance of T at the diagnostic wavelength and at the
time t, A0T = absorbance of T at the diagnostic wavelength and at the time
t = 0, T = molar absorption coefficient of T at the diagnostic wavelength,
(fas)mT = mean absorbed light fraction exclusively by Trans 4(Phenylazo)benzoic acid at lirr and  = molar absorption coefficient of T
at the same wavelength used to measure AT(t) [mol-1cm-1].
Where the value of (fas)mAzob can be calculated as
Eq. 21:
Where
(fas)0T = absorbed light fraction exclusively by Trans 4(Phenylazo)benzoic acid at time t=0 and (fas)tT = absorbed light fraction
exclusively by Trans 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid at time t.
The approach developed in this work is a simple experimental and
mathematical method to correct the apparent decrease in PI QYs caused
by the presence in solution of common nanomaterials such as graphene
and GNPs.

By measuring the absorbance contribution of the single components and
then applying the mathematical procedure illustrated above, the data
presented in Fig. 32 and Table 4 have been corrected as shown in Fig. 33
and Table 5:
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Photoisomerization QYs of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid
alone and in presence of TEG GNPs or graphene
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Fig. 33: corrected apparent photoisomerization QY of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid
alone (black) and in presence of TEG-GNPs (red) and graphene (green), in
function of the irradiation time.


r

2

PBA

PBA and TEG GNP

PBA and Graphene

0.20 ± 0.01

0.20 ± 0.01

0.21 ± 0.01

0.99

0.98

0.99

Table 5: corrected photoisomerization QYs () of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid
(PBA) alone and in presence of TEG-GNPs and graphene. QYs have been
calculated as the intercepts of the corrected apparent QYs plot
(Fig. 33).

The corrected results show that there are no significant differences
between the t  c PI QY of our azobenzene derivative, in presence and in
absence of these nanospecies.
This indicates that the photoswitching efficiency, in the considered cases,
is not altered by interaction of the dye with the nanomaterial and that the
initially observed variations were just apparent.
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2.6 Conclusions
In this study, we proved that the presence of two common nanomaterials
in solutions cause a significant apparent effect on the trans to cis PI
kinetics and QY of an azobenzene derivative. We proved that also in
absence of real interactions between the two species, the apparent
decrease on PI efficiency is observed anyway, just because of the optical
effects caused by the nanomaterials presence.
We developed an experimental and mathematical method to properly
consider this optical effect, determining the flux of photons effectively
absorbed by the photoswitchable dye. As our procedure allows to exclude
the nanomaterial optical effect, it consists in a valuable and simple
method to quantify changes in PI QYs resulting from real interactions of
the solutions components. The combination of photoswitchable actuators
and nanomaterials has aroused great interest in the last years, due to the
potentialities of these systems in fields as sensing, memory storing,
nanomachines, energy conversion, optoelectronic, super-resolution
microscopy,
photo-controlled
drug-release,
photo-controlled
nanomaterials aggregation and many others… For all of these application
fields and for basic research, the quantitative assessment of the photoactuator efficiency on nanostructures it is of fundamental importance.
Considering that this method relies just on photophysical considerations,
it is clear that it is not restricted to the specific chemistry of the species
employed in this work. Thus, at least in principle, it could be applied also
to a huge variety of azobenzene derivatives and nanomaterials for which
the assumptions of this method are valid as well.
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3 Effects on photoisomerization caused
by interactions with nanomaterials

3.1 Introduction
Photoswitchable dyes have often been combined to supramolecular or
nanostructures for several different purposes as, for example, to create
photocontrollable nanomachines12,13 phototunable membrane ions
channels14 or devices for light triggered drug release.15 The study of the
photoactuator efficiency, when it is combined with nanostructures, is thus
of paramount importance for the study and the design of such complex
light driven systems.
The aim of this study is to assess the effects on trans 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic
acid (T) PI QYs caused by its interaction with different nanomaterials. We
employed ≈1,8 nm GNPs, functionalized with three different ligands
whose different affinity for T has been proven by NMR.
We will show that the conventional approach discussed in Section 2.4 is
ineffective in probing PI QYs changes resulting from the interaction with
GNPs. Then we will apply the correction method outlined in the same
section to obtain the real PI QYs in order to assess possible effects
induced by actual interactions.
In absence of chemical reactions except photoisomerization, the affinity of
T for the particular monolayer is governed by non-covalent interaction,
such as the association of hydrophobic segments and net opposite
charges.
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3.2 Materials
GNPs were synthesized by the F. Mancin group of the University of Padova
as described in ref. 140 and 141 starting from HAuCl4∙3H2O.
N,N,N-trimethyl-8-(methylthio)octan-1-aminium (Am),
11-(methylthio) undecyl (2-(trimethylammonio)ethyl) phosphate (ZW) and
N-(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethyl)-8-(methylthio)octanamide (TEG)
where synthesized by the same group as described in ref. 140 and 141.
HAuCl4∙3H2O and 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid (T) has been purchased by
Sigma Aldrich.

3.3 Photoirradiation and NMR experiments
For the determination of PI QYs, photoirradiation experiments have been
performed in quartz cuvettes (optical path =1 cm) with a mercury lamp
and a bandpass filter to irradiate at 313 nm. 2,5 mL of azobenzene
4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid (T) solution 4*10-5 M, in carbonate buffer
100mM at pH 10, have been irradiated under vigorous stirring both in
absence and in presence of GNPs. The first cuvette contained only T, while
the other three contained T in presence of TEG-amide, Zwitterion, and
ammonium functionalized GNPs respectively (TEG-GNPs, ZW-GNPs and
Am-GNPs) (Scheme 2). The concentration of T, in the three solutions, has
been kept constant as all the other irradiation parameters. GNPs
concentration has been chosen to keep constant the concentration of
their ligands at 1*10-4 M. Ligands concentrations have been determined by
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Fig. 36, Fig. 40 and Fig. 44). T and GNPs
have been mixed in dark condition and experiments have been performed
after one hour to wait the establishment of a repartition equilibrium of the
dye in GNPs ligands monolayer.
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For NMR experiments samples have been irradiated in the same
conditions but all species in solution, with the exception of the buffer,
were ten times more concentrated than for QYs determinations. Higher
concentration has been used to reach the NMR detection limit. Each of the
four solutions has been analyzed before and after the irradiation in three
different 1H-NMR experiments, using different acquisition modes: the
simple spectral acquisition, the spectral acquisition after the application of
a diffusion filter, and the NOE pumping. Details about these techniques
can be found in ref. 140 , 141 and some of them will be outlined in the
results and discussion section.

Scheme 2: Structures for 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid (right) and the
nanomaterials employed in this study. Top Am-GNPs. Middle ZW-GNPs.
Bottom TEG-GNPs.
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3.4 Results and discussion
Azobenzene derivatives are the most studied class of photoisomerizable
dyes. Their photoswitching between the trans and the cis forms
determines a change in their conformation, the actuation of mechanical
work and changes in its chemical-physical properties. For example the
dipole moment of azobenzene switches from 0 D to 3 D after its
photoisomerization to the cis form9 (Fig. 3411).
Compared to simple azobenzene, the derivative T used in this work has an
improved water solubility in both its isomeric forms because of the
carboxylate substituents that bear a net negative charge in the
experimental alkaline pH conditions. However, also in the case of our
compound, the trans isomer is less polar than the cis and it is only
moderately soluble in water at pH 10 (up to ≈ 4 mM). The trans isomer has
thus a higher affinity for hydrophobic phases if compared to the cis which
is more soluble in water.

Fig. 34: Structures of trans and cis isomers of azobenzene. Spacefilling models
are coloured by electrostatic potential (red—negative to blue—positive).
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We studied the interaction of T with three different kinds of GNPs
stabilized with monolayers that contained all a similar hydrophobic
portion. As a difference the monolayers of the different particles
terminated with different hydrophilic polar groups that conferred to
particles adequate water solubility. The three kinds of hydrophilic groups
were characterized by the absence of net charge (TEG), a zwitterionic
charge distribution (ZW) and a positive charge (Am) respectively.
The repartition of the azobenzene derivative in a GNP monolayer, before
and after its photoisomerization can be determined by NMR spectroscopy.
Depending on the intensity of the monolayer-dye interaction this can be
done, for example, using two complementary NMR techniques: the
application of a diffusion filter or the NOE pumping.140,141
For different monolayers, as the magnitude of the interaction between
molecule and monolayer increases, the mean residence time of the
molecule on the particle increases as well. In the case of very strong, non
covalent interactions the mean residence time can be so long that the
diffusion coefficient of the molecule starts to be comparable to that of the
particles. When this happens, the NMR spectra of the slow diffusing
molecules become selectively visible after the application of a diffusion
filter. By designing particles monolayers to obtain selective affinities, this
phenomenon has been exploited for the specific sensing and resolution of
particular species in complex mixtures.140,141
The NOE pumping technique allows to detect molecules close to the
particles monolayer also if the interaction is not strong enough to modify
the molecules diffusion coefficient. The NOE pumping experiment consists
in the application of a diffusion filter to dephase (cancel) signals of slow
diffusing species, then a NOE experiment is started immediately after the
diffusion filter. In this phase the magnetization can be transferred from the
monolayer of the slow diffusing particles to molecules in its close
proximity in a fast exchange regime. NOE effect intensity is proportional to
1/R6, implying that the magnetization can be transferred only in the range
of few Ångström. The higher is the interaction between molecule and
nanoparticles, the stronger will be the signal detected in the NOE
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pumping experiment. Long residence times are not required for NOE
effect to happen, so that it can also be used to probe weak
interactions,140,141 for which diffusion coefficient changes are generally not
observed.145
Cis and trans azobenzene have very different NMR spectra that can be
easily distinguished (Fig. 47). Thus, combining the NMR techniques briefly
sketched above, it is possible to assess the repartition of both isomeric
forms between the solution and the GNP monolayer (Fig. 48, Fig. 49 and
Fig. 50). Samples have been irradiated for 30 min at 313 nm as described
in the experimental section.
GNPs characterization is shown from Fig. 35 to Fig. 47:

Fig. 35: Am-GNPs TEM image. mean diameter: 1.6 ± 0.2 nm.
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Fig. 36: Am-GNPs TGA analysis, sample acquired in air atmosphere.
Weight loss: 36.42%.

Fig. 37: Am-GNPs UV-Vis spectra, 0.1 mg/mL in water.
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Fig. 38: Am-GNPs H-NMR spectra in D2O.
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Fig. 39: ZW-GNPs TEM image (top) and size distribution plot (bottom);
mean diameter: 1.7 ± 0.4.
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Fig. 40: ZW-GNPs TGA analysis, sample acquired in air atmosphere.
Weight loss: 32.19%.
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Fig. 41: ZW-GNPs UV-Vis spectra, 0.1 mg/mL in water.
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Fig. 42: ZW-GNPs H-NMR spectra in CDCl3.
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Fig. 43: TEG-GNPs TEM image (top) and size distribution plot (bottom);
mean diameter 1.8 ± 0.5 nm.
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Fig. 44: TEG-GNPs TGA analysis, sample acquired in air atmosphere.
Weight loss: 35.84 %.
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Fig. 45: TEG-GNPs UV-Vis spectra, 0.1 mg/mL in water.
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Fig. 46: TEG-GNPs H-NMR spectra in CDCl3.
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Fig. 47: H-NMR spectra of trans (top) and cis (bottom) 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic
acid.
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Fig. 48: a) scheme of TEG-GNPs (top) and trans-cis 4-(Phenylazo) benzoic acid
1
(bottom) structures. b) H-NMR spectra of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic in presence of
TEG-GNPs before (left) and after (right) 30 min of irradiation at 313 nm.
1
c) H-NMR spectra of the same solutions with the application of a diffusion
1
filter. d) NOE pumping H-NMR spectra of the same solutions.
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Fig. 49: a) scheme of ZW-GNPs (top) and trans-cis 4-(Phenylazo) benzoic acid
1
(bottom) structures. b) H-NMR spectra of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic in presence of
ZW-GNPs before (left) and after (right) 30 min of irradiation at 313 nm.
1
c) H-NMR spectra of the same solutions with the application of a diffusion
1
filter. d) NOE pumping H-NMR spectra of the same solutions.
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Fig. 50: a) scheme of Am-GNPs (top) and trans-cis 4-(Phenylazo)
1
benzoic acid (bottom) structures. b) H-NMR spectra of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic in
presence of Am-GNPs before (left) and after (right) 30 min of irradiation at 313
1
nm. c) H-NMR spectra of the same solutions with the application of a diffusion
1
filter. d) NOE pumping H-NMR spectra of the same solutions.
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NMR results in Fig. 48, Fig. 49 and Fig. 50 clearly underline a different
affinity of T for the different monolayers. In the case of TEG-GNPs, T’s
simple proton NMR spectra is unaffected by the presence of the metallic
nucleus. However the NOE pumping experiment reveals that exist a
repartition equilibrium of the trans isomer inside the monolayer. The flat
spectrum resulting from the application of the diffusion filter, indicates
that this interaction is not sufficiently strong to modify T’s diffusion
coefficient. The simple proton spectra, performed after 30 minutes of
irradiation, reveals that T reaches the photostationary point within this
time (the relative intensities of the cis/trans peaks are the same observed
for the photostationary point of T alone).
In the case of ZW-GNPs the situation is substantially unchanged except for
slight differences observed in the NOE pumping spectra. Before the
photoisomerization T’s peaks are slightly higher and their traces can be
observed also after the irradiation. These differences indicate a slightly
higher affinity of T for ZW-GNPs’ monolayer.
Regard Am-GNPs, the simple proton spectra line broadening is sufficient
to reveal the strong association between T and the particles.146,147
Moreover, the trans isomer spectrum is still visible using the diffusion
filter, before and even after the irradiation. This demonstrates that the
interaction of the two components is so strong that the diffusion
coefficient of the molecule becomes comparable to that of the particle.
After 30 min of irradiation the system does not reach the photostationary
point, accounting for a reduction of the PI QY of T ascribable to the strong
interaction. The evaluation of the relative intensities of cis/trans peaks in
the proton spectra indicate that only the ≈20% of T interconverted into
the cis isomer, while in normal condition the conversion is ≈80%. NOE
pumping experiments confirmed the results obtained with the diffusion
filter.
In all three cases as the trans form photoisomerizes in the cis, it exits from
the monolayer because of the different affinity and repartition coefficient
of the two isomers.
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Fig. 51: Absorption spectra of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid during
photoisomerization.
4-(Phenylazo)benzoic
acid photoisomerization in
presence of TEG-GNPs
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Fig. 52: Absorption spectra of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid during
photoisomerization in presence of TEG-GNP.
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4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid photoisomerization in presence of ZW-GNPs
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Fig. 53: Absorption spectra of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid during
4-(Phenylazo)benzoic
acid photoisomerization
in presence of Am-GNPs
photoisomerization
in presence of ZW-GNP.
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Fig. 54: Absorption spectra of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid during
photoisomerization in presence of Am-GNP.
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The stronger affinity of T for Am functionalized GNPs compared to the
other two, is probably due to the cooperation of hydrophobic and net
charge interactions, which is absent in the other cases.
Once probed the interactions between the photoswitchable dye and the
different nanoparticles, we measured the effect that these interactions
have on the PI efficiency of T. NMR techniques require relatively high
concentration so that samples were almost black solution with excessively
high absorbance for spectrophotometric analysis. For this reason
photochemical measures of PI QYs have been performed with
concentrations of all species ten times lower than that used in NMR
experiments.
Apparent photoisomerization kinetic of PBA alone and
in presence of different GNPs
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Fig. 55: Photoisomerization kinetics of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid alone (black)
and in presence of TEG-GNPs (red), ZW-GNPs (green) and Am-GNP (yellow).
Points represent the solution absorbance at 326 nm in function of the
irradiation time (lecc= 313 nm). The last three spectra have been scaled to
superimpose all the first absorbance values.
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Solutions absorption spectra during the irradiation have been recorded
and are shown from Fig. 51 to Fig. 54. Fig. 55 shows the apparent
photoisomerization kinetics, affected by the optical filtering effect of the
nanomaterials, scaled to superimpose their first absorbance value.
We applied the conventional approach for the determination of PI QYs
discussed in Section 2.4 confirming that it is not suitable for quantitative
Uncorrected
photoisomerization
analysis in presence
of nanomaterials
(Fig. 56). quantum yield of
4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid alone and in presence of different GNPs
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Fig. 56: Apparent photoisomerization QYs of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid alone,
(black) in presence of TEG-GNPs, (red) ZW-GNPs (green) and Am-GNP (yellow)
in function of the irradiation time, calculated according to the conventional
approach discussed in Section 2.4.

Data, analyzed according to such a model, show no significant differences
between T’s PI efficiency in presence of the different particles. Moreover
they show as PI QYs decrease of about 2/3 in presence of every kind of
particles.
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r

2

PBA

PBA and
TEG-GNP

PBA and
ZW-GNPs

PBA and
Am-GNPs

0.20 ± 0.01
0.99

0.08 ± 0.01
0.98

0.08 ± 0.01
0.96

0.07 ± 0.01
0.98

Table 6: photoisomerization QYs () of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid (PBA) alone,
(black) in presence of TEG-GNPs, (red) ZW-GNPs (green) and Am-GNP (yellow),
QYs have been calculated as the intercepts of the apparent QYs plot.

In order to take into account properly the nanomaterial optical
contribution we applied the correction method discussed in Section 2.5
(Fig. 57). Photoisomerization QYs of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid
alone and in presence of different GNPs
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Fig. 57: corrected apparent photoisomerization QY of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid
alone, (black) in presence of TEG-GNPs, (red) ZW-GNPs (green) and Am-GNP
(yellow), in function of the irradiation time.
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r

2

PBA

PBA and
TEG-GNPs

PBA and
ZW-GNPs

PBA and
Am-GNPs

0.20 ± 0.01
0.99

0.20 ± 0.01
0.98

0.18 ± 0.01
0.96

0.011
0.98

Table 7: corrected photoisomerization QYs () of 4-(Phenylazo)benzoic acid
(PBA) alone, (black) in presence of TEG-GNPs, (red) ZW-GNPs (green) and AmGNP (yellow),QYs have been calculated as the intercepts of the corrected
apparent QYs plot (Fig. 57).

After the correction, the apparent PI QYs plot change significantly,
demonstrating that large part of the differences highlighted by the
conventional approach are due to a optical fostering effects rather than to
chemical interactions (Fig. 56 vs. Fig. 57 and Table 6 vs. Table 7).
Corrected data show a decrease of T PI QY of the 0%, 10% and 45% in the
presence of TEG, ZW and Am functionalized GNPs respectively (Table 7).
The unaltered PI efficiency in presence of TEG-GNPs is consistent with the
very weak interaction previously measured, and the slight QY decrease,
observed in presence of ZW-GNPs, is in accordance with the slightly
higher affinity underlined by NOE pumping experiments. Also the
reduction of the 45% of T PI efficiency observed in presence of Am-GNPs
is in good agreement with the strong interaction measured by NMR.
For Am-GNPs, the slowing down effect on T PI exerted by this strongly
interacting monolayer seems to be higher when measured by NMR if
compared to spectrophotometry. In fact, photochemical measurements
predict a T PI rate reduction of the ≈45%, while NMR measures reveal a
reduction of at least the 75%. This discrepancy is probably due to the ten
time higher concentrations used in NMR experiments, which is likely to
promote a higher degree of association between the two components.
However a precise quantitative comparison of the results obtained with
the two techniques cannot be performed, because of the intrinsic
limitations of the two methods and the different concentrations employed.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this work we proved that the conventional approach discussed in
Section 2.4 is ineffective in measuring PI QYs variations caused by the
interactions of dyes with nanomaterials. We confirmed that the
unsuitability of this method it is due to the strong optical absorbance of
the nanomaterial which significantly alters PI kinetics and QYs calculations.
By applying the correction method discussed in Section 2.5 we have taken
into account this optical contribution, proving that real effects on dyes PI
efficiency can be observed in presence of differently functionalized
particles. We found that the variation of PI QY was qualitatively
proportional to the NMR measured affinity of the dye for the specific
monolayer, even at one order of magnitude higher dilution. We proved
that nanomaterials weakly interacting with a photoswitchable dye can
have no effects on its PI, except for their optical filtering contribution. We
also proved that the presence of strongly interacting nanomaterials can
induce significant decreases in dyes PI QYs even halving them.
Considering the recent interest in the fabrication of photocontrollable
nanodevices and machines, through the combination of photoswitchable
dyes with nanomaterials, we developed a method to evaluate dyes PI
efficiencies in presence of nanospecies. We proved that this is an effective
method to evaluate photoactuator efficiency changes induced by their
interaction with nanostructures. This has been demonstrated in the case of
very weak, weak and strong non covalent interactions.
We hope our results will be helpful in the future design and efficiency
evaluation of photocontrollable nanosystems.
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4 Photoswitchable NIR emitting Gold
nanoparticles

4.1 Introduction
Stimuli-responsive nanoparticles (NPs) are attracting great attention for
their application in biology and medicine. Multifunctional NPs suitable as
luminescent contrast agents for imaging148,149 as well as triggerable
vectors for the delivery of therapeutic cargos can be engineered.150 Light
stimulation offers several advantages with respect to other controls since
it is poorly invasive and it can be easily focussed on specific target area
with sub-micrometric resolution. Moreover, light stimulation can be used
to track the NPs themselves being, in particular, NIR emissive materials
advantageous for in-vivo application.
Photo-isomerization of azobenzene (AB)10 has been widely exploited to
control and tune the properties of materials.151 A variety of hybrid nanosystem that conjugate the unique optical and electronic properties of gold
nanoparticles (GNPs) to the photochemical activity of AB have been
developed both for applicative and research purposes.17, 152 Nevertheless
the possibility of switching the NIR luminescence of GNPs upon photoisomerization of surface bound AB units has never been demonstrated
before.153
Here we report the photophysical and photochemical properties of a
newly synthesized class of luminescent GNP stabilized with the AB
containing thiolate tA (tA-GNPs) (Scheme 3) and we demonstrate that
upon excitation of the ligand in its trans form sensitized NIR emission of
the GNP is observed thanks to an efficient energy transfer (ET) process, a
process never reported before.
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Thanks to ET, the NIR luminescence of GNPs can be switched ON/OFF by
alternating UV to blue irradiation. We also demonstrate that this ET
process can be used to detect the isomerization state of the nanoparticles
(NPs) by ratiometric detection of the NIR luminescence (upon dual
excitation). Ratiometric detection offers several advantages with respect to
single wavelength detection, including concentration independent
response. Hence our results are very promising in view of the
development of new materials for the photo-activated release of
therapeutic cargos for biomedical applications. Exploiting this approach, in
principle NIR signal can be used simultaneously to track the particles in
the target tissues and to check, in real time the response of the NPs to
light stimulation and hence their therapeutic activity.

4.2 Materials and experimental procedures
Azobenzene derivative functionalized GNPs have been synthesized by the
research group of Professor F. Mancin, of the University of Padova.
Materials, instrumentation and experimental procedures are described
below and in Section 7. Irradiated GNPs concentration have been chosen
in order have a ligand concentration of 2*10-4 M.

4.3 Results and discussion
TEM analysis of tA small nanoparticles (Fig. 58) yields an average particle
diameter of 1.4±0.6 nm. Formula for tA-GNPs, calculated on the basis of
TEM diameter and TGA analysis (Fig. 59) is Au85RS36, in agreement with the
Au80RS38 calculated by Murray and co-workers for nanoparticles with a
diameter of 1,30 nm using a truncoctahedron shape84.
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Fig. 58: Sample TEM image of tA-GNPs and size distribution.
Average diameter = 1.4 nm (= 0.6 nm).

Fig. 59: TGA analysis of a sample of tA-GNPs under air atmosphere.
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Fig. 60: 1H-NMR (300 MHz) spectrum of the tA-GNPs in CDCl3 (* indicates the
residual solvents and impurities).
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Fig. 61: UV spectrum of the tA-GNPs in toluene.

NMR analysis (Fig. 60) indicates monolayer formation (broadening of all
signals), as confirmed by diffusion-filtered experiments (not shown).
The thermodynamically stable trans isomer of the A ligand (tA) shows the
typical absorption band with maximum at 360 nm and  = 2.7*104
M-1cm-1. Upon irradiation of a CHCl3 solution of tA at 360 nm a gradual
decrease of the absorbance at such a wavelength is observed as reported
for similar molecules because of photo-isomerization. In particular when
the photo-stationary state is reached the absorbance at 360 nm is
decreased and it becomes about the 5% of the one measured before
irradiation. This allowed us to conclude that almost complete t  c
conversion occurs at the photo-stationary state (see below) and that the
molar absorption coefficient of cA at 360 nm is negligible with respect to
the one of tA.
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Scheme 3: Chemical formula of the trans azobenzene tA and of its cis isomer cA
bound to GNPs. When the ligands are in the trans form (left, tA-GNP, ON state)
energy transfer from tA to the GNP leads to NIR emission upon ligands
excitation. Energy transfer from cA covered NPs (right, cA-GNP, OFF state) is
ineffective. The switching occurs upon irradiation with UV/Vis light.

The absorption spectra recorded at different irradiation times show two
isosbestic points at 320 nm and 429 nm that demonstrated that only two
species, namely tA and cA are present in solution and no side photoproducts are formed upon irradiation. In particular the absorption
spectrum at the photo-stationary state can be for simplicity attributed to
cA: it shows two peaks at 314 nm and 448 nm ( = 1.0*104 M-1cm-1 and
 = 3.0x103 M-1cm-1 respectively). The measured photo-isomerization
quantum yield was t-c = 0.25 in accordance with analogous AB
derivatives. No fluorescence was observed either for tA (upon excitation
360 nm) or for cA (lexc=480 nm).
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The absorption spectrum of the thermodynamically stable tA-GNP shows
in CHCl3 the typical band at 360 nm of the chromophore tA and a
contribution of the gold core which becomes dominant in the region
above 550 nm (Fig. 62). Moreover the absorption spectrum of tA-GNP can
be obtained as a linear combination of the spectrum of tA and of a
reference sample of CH3(CH2)11SH stabilized GNP in the same solvent
(Fig. 62). This indicates that both the electronic interactions between the
tA units bound to the surface and their interaction with the gold core are
weak and that selective excitation of the tA ligand at 360 nm is possible.
Hence we investigated the effect of the binding to the GNP on the photoisomerization t  c process by irradiating the tA-GNP at 360 nm in the
same conditions used for the reference compound tA.

Fig. 62: Continuous lines: absorption spectrum of the thermodynamically stable
tA-GNP in CHCl3 (red) of the photo-isomerized NPs cA-GNP (green) and of
reference CH3(CH2)11SH stabilized GNP (black) Dashed lines: linear
combinations of the absorption spectrum of the reference GNP with those of the
ligand tA. (red) and cA (green).
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Fig. 63: Continuous lines: excitation spectrum of the thermodynamically stable
tA-GNP in CHCl3 (black) of the photo-isomerized NPs cA-GNP (red). Dashed
lines: luminescence spectra (lexc=360 nm) of the thermodynamically stable tAGNP in CHCl3 (black) of the photo-isomerized NPs cA-GNP (red).

The absorption spectra recorded after increasing irradiations time intervals
are shown in the inset of Fig. 62 where it is possible to observe that when
the photo-stationary state is reached, the spectrum shows the peaks at
314 nm and 448 nm of the cis form of the ligand cA and that the same two
isosbestic points at 319 nm and 430 nm observed during the photoisomerization of the free ligand tA are maintained.
Moreover the absorption spectrum recorded at the photostationary state
matches perfectly with the one expected in the case of the same degree of
t  c conversion (>95%) observed for the ligand alone. The ligands at the
photo-stationary state are hence almost completely in the cis form and
the corresponding NPs will be indicated as cA-GNP. The
photoisomerization quantum yield measured for tA-GNP was t-c = 0.23.
As far as luminescence is concerned a broad emission band in the NIR
region is observed with maximum at about 930 nm upon excitation of
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either tA-GNP or cA-GNP in CHCl3. Moreover the emission spectral profile
is independent on the excitation wavelength in the 300-600 nm range for
both samples. In order to investigate the effect of the ligand photoisomerization on the NIR luminescence we compared the emission spectra
of the same sample of NPs recorded first in the thermodynamically stable
and then after irradiation in the photo-stationary state at different
excitation wavelengths. The emission spectra recorded upon direct
excitation of gold core at lexc,2=550 nm, where neither tA or cA absorbs
light are, within the experimental, error identical. Upon excitation at 360
nm, on the other hand a decrease of about 60% of the emission band is
observed going from tA-GNP to cA-GNP as an effect of the t  c photoisomerization (Fig. 63). These observations allowed us to conclude that
while the emission quantum yield of the Gold NP does not change
because of the photo-isomerization, part of the excitation energy
adsorbed by tA is transferred to the gold leading to sensitized emission.
The occurrence of such a quite effective sensitization is confirmed by the
excitation spectrum of the NIR emission shown in Fig. 63 where the band
corresponding to the absorption of tA is clearly detectable in the tA-GNP.
On the contrary the typical absorption band at 450 nm of the cis form cA
is not detectable in the excitation spectrum of the photisomerized NPs cAGNP (Fig. 63) indicating that excitation energy transfer from cA to GNP is
poorly efficient.
In order to detect the luminescence changes in real time during the
photoisomerization process, we developed an experimental setup suitable
for detecting simultaneously the light transmitted and emitted by the NPs
samples during irradiation (Fig. 64). In Fig. 64 the changes of the
absorbance and luminescence of tA-GNP during irradiation are plotted
and compared with the changes of the absorbance of tA in the same
conditions. The good overlap between the absorbance and luminescence
plots for tA-GNP confirms the correlation between the photoisomerization
process and the decrease of the luminescence intensity of the GNP. In
particular both these plots could be fitted with an exponential decay with
a decay constant of k= 0.43 ±0.03 min-1. Absorbance changes measured
for the reference compound tA show the same kinetics as tA-GNP (Fig. 64)
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with an almost identical decay constant k = 0.42 ± 0.03 min-1. These
results confirm that the rate of the t  c photo-isomerization process for
tA bound to the GNP surface is identical to one measured for the free
molecule in solution. Upon irradiation at 480 nm of cA-GNP c  t photoisomerization occurs and when the photo-stationary state is reached
about 70% of the NP bound cA is converted into tA.

Fig. 64: Changes in the photophysical properties of tA-GNP during irradiation at
360 nm in CHCl3. The setup used for the measurements is schematized in the
inset. The fraction of irradiation light (I0) transmitted by the sample It is used to
measure the absorbance in real time (A=-log I0/It, red line). Luminescence at
780 nm is also measured in real time (I, blue line). The absorbance changes of a
CHCl3 solution of tA during irradiation at 360 nm were also measured (green
dots).
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Fig. 65: NIR luminescence intensity ratio upon excitation at lexc,1 (lexc,1 = 360
nm for the red tracks and lexc,1 = 450 nm for the blue tracks, intensity I 1 is
measured at 780 nm) and lexc,2=550 (intensity I2 at 780 nm) of tA-GNP in
CHCl3.Squares show the emission intensity at the beginning (green) and at the
end (red) of each irradiation at 360 nm (t  c photo-isomerization).

In order to demonstrate the possibility of using dual excitation to detect
by luminescence the isomerization we perform a series of cycles by
detecting the GNPs emission intensity upon excitation at lexc,1=360 nm
and lexc,2=550 nm as I1 and I2 respectively. The ratiometric signal I1/I2 as a
function of irradiation time is shown in figure 4 where each red tack show
a t  c photo-isomerization cycles. Regeneration of the trans form was
achieved by irradiation at 450 nm. As shown in Fig. 64, the NIR emission
decreases upon irradiation (and hence excitation) at 360 nm. In particular
starting from tA-GNP an intensity decrease of about 70% is observed in
the first 240 s of irradiation because of the isomerization of tA and the
consequent loss of the sensitized emission.
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During the following 240 s irradiation (and excitation) at 450 nm the NIR
emission intensity slightly increases and when irradiation (and excitation)
wavelength is switched again to 360 nm a strong increase of the emission
intensity with respect to the final value of the previous UV irradiation cycle
is observed.
The NIR emission upon excitation at 360 nm in the ON states, which
correspond to a high fraction of tA isomers on the GNP surface is shown
in Fig. 64 as green square while the intensity in the OFF states (high
fraction of cA isomers) is shown by the red squares.

4.4 Conclusions
In conclusion the NIR emission of the GNP can be switched ON/OFF by
alternating UV/Vis irradiation thanks to the occurrence of an efficient ET
process from tA to the GNP that generate a sensitized contribution which
constitute most part of the total emission.
In conclusion we demonstrated that photo-isomerization of the
azobenzene derivative tA bound to GNP occurs efficiently. Conversion of a
high fraction (>95%) of tA into cA occurs in tA-GNP with a quantum yield
almost identical to the one measured for tA in solution (upon irradiation at
360 nm). Regeneration of 70% of the trans form was achieved by
irradiation at 450 nm. Photoluminescence measurements showed that tAGNP emit in the NIR region upon direct excitation of the gold core
(lexc,2=550 nm) and that upon excitation of the tA ligand (lexc,1=360 nm)
an energy transfer process from the molecular ligand to the metal core
occurs leading to sensitized NIR emission. Thanks to this process the ratio
of the intensity of emission measured in the two different excitation
conditions (lexc,1 and lexc,2) can be used to detect the isomerization state
of the NPs. This unprecedented result is very promising in view of the
development of new photo-responsive nanomaterials for theranostic.
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5 Silica nanoparticles gathering
luminescent glutathione protected
Gold nanoclusters

5.1 Introduction

Luminescent GNCs have raised great interest in the last decades because
of their potential applications in many fields as sensing, optoelectronic,
energy storing, imaging and catalysis.7 They have been demonstrated to
possess superior photochemical stability77 compared to common organic
fluorophores,154 good emission QYs, long luminescence lifetimes,77
interesting chiral and non-linear optical properties, large cross-section,
tunable emissions (Fig. 6) and luminescence sensitivity to the
environment.71,79 Due to the good biocompatibility of gold, and according
to the recent literature, they are promising to combine low toxicity and
interesting optical and electronic properties.
Also if their luminescence mechanism is not completely understood their
suitability for in vivo and in vitro applications has been demonstrated in
several precedent works. As already explained GNCs are smaller than
kidneys glomerular filtration cut off and have been demonstrated to be
cleared very rapidly from mice organisms through the renal pathway. For
example, 2nm GSH coated luminescent GNCs have been shown to be
cleared, from mice bodies, for more than the 50%, after the first 24h post
injection.132,133 This is generally a highly desirable feature for nanoprobes
designed for nanomedicine applications, however longer in-organism
residence times would be desirable for long term applications.
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GNCs stability in solution have been shown to be stable in the order of
weeks and, among the others, Au25SG18 GNC have been shown to be one
of the most resistant.155,38 Its encapsulation in larger solid matrices should
however result in an improved resistance against external chemicals and
quenching agents thus leading to a better a better stability and
applicability.
The aim of this work is to include luminescent Au25SG18 clusters inside ≈20
nm PEGylated silica nanoparticles to develop a novel biocompatible
contrast agent for live biomedical luminescence imaging. Grouping many
LGNCs inside silica nanostructures may result in a probe with enhanced
performance for several reasons. These kinds of SiO2 NPs have been
proven to be a not toxic easily functionalizable platform which can be
excreted from the body as well but through hepatobiliary pathway.156 As
the renal filtration is the fastest excretion pathway, the larger size of
included clusters prolong their residence time inside organisms and
enhance the EPR effect in tumor targeting1. These Silica particles are
composed by a core of silica and a shell of PEG which contribute to
prolong their in-vivo circulatory half-life1. The grouping of many clusters
units in larger structures is expected to result in a better contrast in both
targeted luminescence and X-ray based imaging techniques, because of
the presence of multiple detectable species per targeting unit.
For the encapsulation we have chosen a classical synthesis protocol for the
production of biocompatible SiO2 NPs whose in-vivo compatibility has
already been proven.156 The chemistry of these particles is well known and
they can be easely further functionalized both on their surface156b,157 and
in their core156, 158,159 using conventional protocols. For example, the
surface can be functionaliz ed with targeting or anchoring functions while
inside the core, other molecules as drugs, phluorophores or contrast
agents can be encapsulated.
In this work it has been developed a ligand exchange protocol for
synthesizing luminescent Au25(SG)18 clusters and a protocol to include
them inside silica nanostructures. It will be shown that this new composite
material possesses interesting different physicochemical characteristic
compared to its precursors, which confer them some advantages.
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Moreover in-silica encapsulation has the unexpected effect of enhancing
significantly the clusters luminescence QY. In order to test the applicability
of the final probe for NIR luminescence imaging applications, Gold
encapsulated clusters have been tested directly on mouse fibroblasts cells.

5.2 Materials
L-Cysteine ≥97%, Glutathione ≥87%, HAuCl4∙3H2O ACS grade, NaOH
pellets reagent grade ≥98%, Tris(2,2′-bipyridyl)dichlororuthenium(II)
hexahydrate powder, Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) reagent grade 98%,
Pluronic F127 and NaBH4 ≥96% purum p.a., were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich. Cells were NIH/3T3 (ATCC® CRL-1658™) and cell culture medium
was Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) was (Gibco-Life
Technologies Corporation).

5.3 Methods
The starting Au25Cys18 has been synthesized according to the protocol
developed by Yuan, while the exchange and inclusion protocols are
illustrated in the results and discussion section.27 HRTEM images were
acquired on a FEI Tecnai F20T TEM microscope at 200 kW on quantifoil
grids. Emissions have been recorded using a NIR specific monocromator
copuled with both a fastPMT and a nitrogen cooled Ge detector
respectively for the visibile and the IR regions. The response of the
instrument have been calibrated for both detectors using a dedicated
reference lamp. The NIR emission spectra obtained in this work are the
combination of two spectra registered with the two different detectors
and corrected considering their wavelength dependent responces.
Fluorescence
QYs
have
been
calculated
using
Tris(2,2′-
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bipyridyl)dichlororuthenium(II) hexahydrate as reference (QY = 2.8 %). For
imaging experiments on mouse fibroblasts, 0,4 mL of a solution of
nanoparticles Au25SG18@SiO2 with absorbance at 480 nm A(480) = 0,1
have been sterilized by filtration (200 nm cut-off) and added to a cell
culture in adhesion and in presence 1,6 mL of culture medium. Cells have
been incubated for 24 hours and have been imaged on petri dishes in
PBS after three washing cycle with 1 mL of PBS 1X. Images have been
acquired using an Olympus IX 71 inverted microscope equipped with a
Xenon lamp (450 W) for fluorescence excitation and a cooled EMCCD
photonmax 512 CCD camera from Princeton instruments. Samples have
been irradiated exciting at 480 nm and a cut-off filter at 700 nm has been
used to exclude autofluorescence contributions to the emission.
NIH/3T3 (ATCC® CRL-1658™) Cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified
Eagle's Medium (DMEM) (Gibco-Life Technologies Corporation)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) Nord-America, 2mM Lglutamine and 50U/mL penicillin/streptomycin. Cells were kept in
incubator at 37°C, 5% CO2, 21% O2 and were passed upon trypsin
digestion every three or four days using a splitting ratio of 1:4 avoiding
cells to reach full confluence.

5.4 Results and discussion
We used the protocol developed by Yuan27 to synthesize Au25(Cys)18 and
then we exchange its ligand with glutathione to obtain a luminescent Au25
cluster. After the three hours reaction described in the Yuan protocol, 50
mL solution of Au25(Cys)18 have been processed as follow. With no
additional purification steps, the volume of the solution have been
doubled by adding a GSH solution (30,7 mg/5ml) in NaOH 0,2M (the
concentration of GSH in solution was 10 times higher than that of
cysteine). In such conditions, the large excess of glutathione leaded to the
occurrence of two simultaneous reactions, the ligand exchange and the
etching of the clusters. Due to the etching process, which occurs faster at
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basic pH, the characteristic absorption spectra of Au25 slowly disappeared
until, after 177 minutes, no traces of Au25 were detectable with UV/Vis
spectroscopy. During the etching, clusters absorption spectrum remains
unaltered, except for its overall intensity Fig. 66. This was due to the
particular stability against etching of glutathione protected Au25 GNCs
155by glutathione
Au25group.
etching
reported also by the Tsukuda
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Fig. 66: Absorption spectra of Au25(Cys)18 at different times during ligand
exchange and etching by an excess of glutathione at pH ≈12.

This higher stability results in the faster and complete etching of
whichever other cluster originated from the Au25 starting one.
In order to slow down the etching, after about 45s from the addition of
the excess of GSH, the pH of the solution has been switched to 6,4 adding
glacial HOAc (300microl on 2,5 mL of cluster solution). This solution was
rapidly injected and induced hydrogen production due to the acid
reaction with the NaBH4 excess still present in solution.
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Due to the presence of bubbles it was not possible to follow the
absorption spectra of the system immediately after acidification. When the
development of hydrogen ceased, after about 10 minutes, the volume of
the solution have been triplicate adding methanol in order to precipitate
Au25 etching by an excess of glutathione at neutral pH
the clusters.
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Fig. 67: Absorption spectra of Au25(Cys)18 at different times during ligand
exchange and etching by an excess of glutathione at neutral pH.

The absorption feature of the solution before filtration were unchanged,
accounting for the fact that the ratio between GSH/Cys molecules bonded
to the cluster surface, immediately before the acidification, was sufficient
for its stabilization in acid environments (while Au25(Cys)18 would have
irreversibly precipitated in the same conditions).
The solution has been centrifuged at 2500 rpm and, after complete
removal of the supernatant, they have been redispersed in pure methanol
and centrifuged again at 2000 rpm. After the complete removal the
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supernatant, clusters have been redissolved in 50 mL of a GSH solution in
neutral deionized (MilliQ) water (30,5mg/5ml), and the volume have been
then triplicate by adding neutral MilliQ water. In the same large excess of
GSH, but at neutral pH, the etching process still happen, but proceed very
slowly compared to the basic condition (Fig. 67). In both cases, the
absorbance at 675nm decrease linearly in time (Fig. 68).
Au25 etching by glutathione at different pH
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Fig. 68: Absorbance variation at 680 nm of Au25(Cys)18 during ligand exchange
and etching by an excess of glutathione at pH ≈12 (black) and at neutral pH.

The solution has been left stirring for three hours to allow the conclusion
of the ligand exchange.160 Au25(Cys)18 is not emissive (Fig. 69) while
Au25(Cys)18 has been shown to emit at 750 nm with QYs in the order of
10-3. NIR emission intensity has been shown to be directly proportional to
the number of polar ligands inserted on cluster surface during the
exchange,82 thus it is possible to follow the exchange with
spectrofluorimetry (Fig. 70). As the exchange preceded the luminescence
intensity increased until it reached a plateau at the end of the exchange.
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Fig. 70: Au25 luminescence intensity at 750 nm, upon excitation at 450 nm
during the ligand exchange of between cysteine and glutathione at neutral pH.
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In order to be sure, also if the exchange seemed complete after 300 s we
decided to wait three hours as suggested by previews accurate NMR
studies on thiols exchanges at neutral pH.160 At the end of the exchange,
the solution absorption spectrum remained unchanged, confirming the
integrity of the clusters core, while the luminescence QY switched from
<10-5 to 1.2 10-3 in accordance with the previous reported values for
Au25(SG)18.38,161,85 Also the emission wavelength and shape,
(Fig. 71) together with the dacay lifetimes coincided with the previous
reports on Au25(SG)18 (246 and 1200 ns85) being well fitted by two
components: t1= 244 ±10 ns (22.3%) and t2= 1421 ±21 ns (77.7%).
All of these observations indicate a complete ligand exchange.
After three hours the product has been precipitated by addition of
methanol and filtered on a 450nm PTFE syringe filter. The filtrate has been
repeatedly and rapidly washed with methanol and redissolved in HOAc
1M to obtain a solution with A(675nm)= 0,4281. 1,565 mL of this solution
have been mixed with 1,565 mL of HOAc 1M containing 200mg of
Pluronic F127. The mixture has been stirred in a 4mL vial at a speed
comprised between 600 and 750 rpm at room temperature. After 15
minutes of stirring 175 microliters of TEOS have been rapidly injected in
the solution maintaining the same stirring speed. The day after, the
solution have been purified through dialysis against 3*6 L of distilled water
before further characterizations. Dialysis was performed at room
temperature under gentle stirring with regenerated cellulose dialysis
tubing (Sigma, mol wt cut-off >12 000 Da, average diameter 33 mm).
An IR extended charachterization of the photophisical properties of Au25
and silica included glutathione capped GNCs (GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs) has
been performed. After the inclusion reaction, the absorption spectrum of
the cluster losed its characteristic absorption peaks but presented three
very weak bands wich didn’t seem to be related to the previewsly exsiting
ones. The NIR emission of the Au25 cluster is composed by two
absorption bands, one centered at 710 nm and the other at 800 nm, in
good accordance with the values measured by Wu et al. 85 and other
previous reports (considering the correction for the detector response).
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After the inclusion inside silica NPs, these two emissions are slightly
shifted to 708 nm and 813 nm and the ratio between their intensities
changes slightly. Although the emission shape remain substantially the
same, interestingly GNCs emission QY, increased from 1.2*10-3 to 9.2*10-3
after the inclusion.
Au25(SG)18 and GNCs@SiO2 absorption and emission spectra
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Fig. 71: Absorption (solid lines) and emission (dashed lines) spectra of Au25(SG)18
(black) and GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs (red).

The lifetime of the emission at 750 nm, measured exciting at 405 nm, is a
multiesponential and again it can be well fitted by two lifetimes t1=
247±10 ns (21.5%) and t2= 1460±22 ns (78.5%). These two measured
lifetimes are in discrete accordance with the two ones measured by us and
Wu et al for Au25(SG)18. (246 and 1200 ns).85
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Fig. 72: Luminescence lifetime decay of GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs (black) and fitting
residuals (red). lirr= 405 nm.
Excitation spectra for Au25 and GNCs inside silica nanoparticles
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Fig. 73: excitation spectra of Au25(SG)18 (black) and GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs (red).
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After the inclusion also the excitation spectra shape remain unaltered,
exept for a slightly higher emission intensity for UV excitations
wavelengths in the silica included clusters. In literature there are some
discrepancies in the reported excitation spectra of Au25(SG)18,38,161 however
the one we acquired is almost identical to the one observed by the
Tsukuda group after PAGE fractionation.38 This observation indicate an
high purity of the product. It has been investigated if the grouping of
different clusters in larger particles leads to changes in their emission
anisotropy but we found zero anisotropy for included clusters as for freely
dissoveld ones (Fig. 74).
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Fig. 74: GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs emission anisotropy exciting at 450 nm.

Au25(SG)18, GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs, and SiO2 NPs in absence of GNCs have been
analyzed by HRTEM and STEM-HAADF and results are shown respectively
from Fig. 75 to Fig. 77, from Fig. 78 to Fig. 80 and from Fig. 82 to Fig. 84.
DLS characterization of GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs and SiO2 NPs in absence of
GNCs is shown respectively in Fig. 85 and Fig. 86, while Fig. 81 shows the
EDS analysis performed on GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs.
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Fig. 75: HRTEM image of Au25(SG)18 (top) and STEM-HAADF micrographs of the
same sample.
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Fig. 76: STEM-HAADF micrographs of Au25(SG)18.
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Fig. 77: STEM-HAADF micrographs of Au25(SG)18.
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Fig. 78: STEM-HAADF micrographs of GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs.
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Fig. 79: STEM-HAADF micrographs of GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs.
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Fig. 80: HRTEM images of GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs (top), higher magnification
image of included GNCs (bottom).
Gold crystalline lattice spacing = 0.23 nm (inset).
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Fig. 81: EDS analysis performed on GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs in correspondence of
the packed bright spots.
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Fig. 82: STEM-HAADF micrographs of SiO2NPs in absence of GNC.
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Fig. 83: STEM-HAADF micrographs of SiO2NPs in absence of GNCs.
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Fig. 84: STEM-HAADF micrographs of SiO2NPs in absence of GNCs.

DLS measuremets showed a mean diameter (md) of 16.3 nm with a PDI of
0.2 for GNCs loaded SiO2 NPs, while they showed md= 17,2 nm and
PDI= 0.16 for SiO2 NPs control samples.
TEM characherization of Au25SG18 GNCs alone Is in good accordance with
the previous reports (mean diameter of 1 ±0.2 nm) 162 163 and clearly, they
appear on the grid as randomly distributed. After the inclusion reaction,
GNCs appear in TEM images only as tightly packed in almost spherical
structures with diameters between 7 and 30 nm, which have size
distribution and morphologies similar to the reference sample with SiO2
NPs in absence of GNCs. EDX analysis confirmed the packed structures to
be composed of gold and also detected the presence of sulphur due to
the presence of GSH.
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Fig. 85: DLS measured hydrodynamic radius of GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs. Mean
diameter: 16.3 nm, PDI: 0.2 and width: 8 nm.

Fig. 86: DLS measure of the hydrodynamic radius of SiO2NPs in absence of
GNCs. Mean diameter: 17,2 nm PDI: 0.16 width: 5.4 nm.

The apparent included GNCs mean diameter observable in HRTEM images
and STEM-HAADF micrographs was 2 nm. Almost no GNCs have been
found outside the packed structures and there was no trace of empty SiO2
NPs.. Most of the GNCs were also retained by the dialisis tube during silica
NPs purification while a very small portion of freely dissolved GNCs,
escaped from the membrane. All of these observations allowed us to
conclude that all GNCs that remain in the purifyed final product are
encapsulated iside the silica nanostructures.
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The absence of a strong DLS signal in correspondence of hundreds of
nanometers account the fact that the slightly brighter spots surrounding
groups of silica NPs are due to dryng phenomena, and not to the
presence of large silica flakes which would also result in a turbid solution.
We think that to understand if the included clusters are still Au25 is an
almost impossible challenge for the following reasons. Some evidences
suggested that the included GNCs may still have been Gold 25. The
excitation and the emission spectra, as the emission lifetime decay profile,
were almost identical before and after the inclusion reaction. However the
absorption spectra losed its characteristic discrete transitions after the insilica inclusion, suggesting the generation of different gold cluster species.
Maybe, such a lost of the absorption spectral features could also be
attributed to the different chemical environment surrounding the clusters
or to their obligated dense packing which may determine electronic
interactions and bands broadening. Other evidences account for the fact
that included clusters are different species from the Au25 starting one. Tem
images apparently show clusters with sizes larger than the Au25 one but
this could also results from the prospettic superposition of differnent Au25
clusters. However, while Au25 have been determined to have an
icosahedric structure, some of the bigger clusters show interference bands
which indicate a cristalline lattice spacing of 0,23 nm, which coincide with
bulky gold cristalline structure. In any case the 200kV electron beam has
enough energy to quickly melt both GNCs and SiO2 NPs, so that the
formation of bigger particles is likely to be generated by the electron
beam during the measure. It has also to be considered that emissions
composed by two bands, similar to that observed In the present work,
have been proven to be generated also by GNCs wich are not strictly Au25
164
. In the case of the included clusters, because of the loss of the typical
absorption fingerprint of their precursor, it is not possible to understand if
they still retain the Au25 structure.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 87: All images are superimpositions of a transmission image (in black and
white) and a luminescence image (in red). Images a), c) and e) show NIR
luminescence cell images of mouse fibroblast cells (NIH/3T3) incubated for 24 in
presence of GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs, while b), d) and f) show NIR luminescence
imaging of control samples. a), b), c) and d) have been acquired using 10 X
magnification while e) and f) using 60 X. Luminescence images have been
acquired exciting at 480 nm, with a cut-off filter at 700 nm and observing at
l > 700 nm.
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24h incubation of the final product in a mouse fibroblast culture resulted
in a selective uptake of the probe from some cells. We didn’t investigated
the biological reasons and meaning of this selective uptake, however it
was clear that the uptaken particles possessed optical properties that
allowded the visualization of live cells by luminescence imaging. In
accordance with previous report on similar silica NPs,156a higher
magnification of GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs uptaking cells revealed that these
nanoparticles are mainly localized inside endosomes distributed in the
cytoplasm. Images have been acquired with a cut-off filter at 700 nm to
exclude autofluoresce and emission has thus been acquired at l > 700 nm
in the therapeutic windows.

5.5 Conclusions
In this work we developed a fast method to prepare highly luminescent
Au25SG18 GNCs, via ligand exchange, from the non emissive Au25Cys18. We
developed a protocol for the inclusion of Au25SG18 GNCs inside reasonably
well monodispersed PEGylated silica nanoparticles. This inclusion protocol
generate in-silica trapped GNCs with the same emission properties of their
Au25SG18 precursor but with a:
-

≈8 folds enhanced emission QY compared to Au25SG18 QY
38
measured in this study and in ref.
≈5 folds enhanced emission QY compared to Au25SG18 QY
161
85
measured in ref.
and .

We found that in-silica inclusion enhance Au25SG18 emission quantum yield
which is already one of the most emitting GNCs. Cluster encapsulation in solid
matrix should also protect them from the external environment, conferring
them major stability and reducing luminescence quenching due to the
interactionwith external agents. The kind of silica nanoparticles we used for
the inclusion have been shown to be highly biocompatible in-vivo and to be
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156b,158

cleared from mice organisms through epathobiliary pathway.
Despite
small GNCs have been shown to be rapidly cleard from mice through renal
pathway, the higher hydrodinamic radius of included clusters, superior to the
kidneys glomerular filtration cut-of, confer them longer persistance inside the
organism, overcoming the limitations of the first specie, in the case of longer
term applications. Larger sizes also improove their EPR (enhanced
permeability and retention) effect, conferring them a better applicability as
1
markers for tumoral tissues. At the same time, the PEG layer surrounding
these NPs prolong their circulatory halflife expanding the time range to
1
perform their functions. The gathering of many luminescent GNCs inside
silica NPs enhance their brightness in addition to their QY, allowing to achieve
a better contrast in NIR fluorescence imaging applications.
Despite GNCs have lower luminescence QYs compared to other organic
fluorophores, they are characterized by a superior photostability which, in
77
some cases, is even superior to that of Cd/Se quantum dots. Their three
order of magnitude longer emission lifetime, compared to common
77
phluorophores, makes GNCs better candidates also for gated imaging.
We demonstrated that our sub-50 nm GS-GNCs@SiO2NPs with emission QY
close to one percent can be succefully applyed in live cell luminscence
imaging. Moreover, compared to free GNCs, the nanoprobe we developed
possesses different physicochemical features which may probably be
exploited for cells luminescence imaging or X-ray based in-vivo whole body
imaging.
We hope our fast exchange and encapsulation protocol will open new ways
and possibilities for GNCs practical applications.
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6 Conclusions

In thesis work it has been given an overview of the most recent advances
in the synthesis, characterization and bio-medical application of
luminescent Gold nanospecies. The combination of photoactuators and
nanostructures has been proven to result in an apparent reduction of dyes
PI QYs, due to the nanomaterials absorbance contribution, also in absence
of actual interactions between the two components. It has been proposed
a simple approach to take into consideration this contribution and to
perform quantitative measurements of dyes PI efficiencies variations in
presence of nanoparticles. The PI QY reduction has been found to be
qualitatively proportional to the magnitude of the interaction between the
dye and the particles measured by NMR. Strong interaction between
particles monolayer ad absorbed AB derivatives have been proven to
result in significant decreases of the dye PI QY. It has been shown that
photoisomerization effectively determines a change in the repartition of
the AB derivative between particle monolayer and solution, confirming
that photoisomerization reaction can probably be exploited for light
triggered drug release. These results provided valuable tools and
methodologies which improved the state of the art in the quantitative
study of light triggered processes in nanoparticles based systems.
For the first time it has been proven that GNPs luminescence can be
switched on and off thanks to the photoisomerization of an azobenzene
derivative covalently bound on the Gold surface. This has been proven to
happen thanks to an efficient energy transfer between the trans AB
derivative and the GNPs which leads to a sensitized NIR emission whose
intensity can be tuned by photoisomerization. These unprecedented
results are promising for the development of Gold based light responsive
nanoparticles for theranostics.
Finally, starting from Au25(Cys)18, it has been successfully developed a
complex probe for luminescence based imaging composed by NIR
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emitting GNCs encapsulated inside mesoporous PEGylated silica NPs. This
probe has been demonstrated to present some improved luminescence
features compared to its precursors and it has been shown to possess
good optical properties for cells luminescence imaging applications.
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7 Experimental section

7.1 Synthesis of 8-(4-((4-methoxyphenyl)diazenyl)
phenoxy)octyl-thiol

Azobenzyl-thiol derivative (5) has been prepared by the research group of
Professor F. Mancin according to Scheme 4.

7.1.1 Synthesis of 4-((4-methoxyphenyl)diazenyl)phenol
(2): 830 mg (6.7 mmol) of p-anisidine are dissolved in 15 mL of milliQ
water, the solution is cooled to 0° C in an ice bath and 2 mL of
concentrated HCl are added dropwise. Subsequently, 465 mg of NaNO2
(6.7 mmol) are added and the reaction is stirred for 1 h. After this time,
470 mg of phenol (5.0 mmol) dissolved in 10 mL of a 2.5 M NaOH solution
in water are added. The mixture is stirred for 10 minutes, and then the
white precipitate is filtered, obtaining 590 mg (yield 39 %) of product.
1
H- NMR (250 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 7.89 (dd, 4H, ArH), 6.98 (dd, 4H, ArH), 3.89 (s,
3H, CH3O).
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7.1.2 Synthesis 1-(4-((8-bromooctyl)oxy)phenyl)-2-(4methoxyphenyl)diazene
(3): 7.0 g of 1,8-dibromoctane (25.7 mmol) and 3.5 g of K2CO3 (25.7
mmol) are dissolved in 150 mL of a THF:DMF 3:1 mixture, 590 mg of 2 (2.6
mmol) are then added and the mixture is left under stirring at room
temperature overnight. The solvent is then removed by evaporation at
reduced pressure and the reaction crude is redissolved in CH2Cl2. The
organic phase is then washed with water (3 × 100 mL), dried over Na2SO4
and the solvent is removed by evaporation at reduced pressure. The crude
product is purified by flash chromatography (silica gel CH2Cl2/n-hexane,
1:1, Rf = 0.8), obtaining 550 mg (60 % yield) of product.
1
H- NMR (250 MHz , CDCl3 ) δ : 7.87 (dd , 4H , ArH ), 6.99 (m, 4H, ArH),
4.03 (t, 2H, CH2O ), 3.89 (s, 3H , CH3O), 3.41 (t, 2H, CH2Br), 1.59 (m, 6H,
CH2).

7.1.3 Synthesis of 8-(4-((4-methoxyphenyl)diazenyl)
phenoxy)octyl)thiol
(5): 550 mg of 3 (1.3 mmol) and 200 mg of potassium thioacetate (1.7
mmol) are dissolved in 50 mL of acetone. The reaction mixture is stirred at
reflux under N2 atmosphere for 48 hours. The solvent is then removed by
evaporation at reduced pressure and the residue is purified by flash
chromatography (silica gel, CH2Cl2/n-hexane 1:1, Rf = 0.5) obtaining 438
mg (73 % of yield) of product.
1H-NMR (250 MHz , CDCl3 ) δ : 7.87 (m, 4H, ArH ), 6.98 (m, 4H, ArH), 4.01
(t , 2H, CH2O), 3.87 (s, 3H , CH3O), 2.86 (t , 2H, CH2S), 2.32 (s, 3H ,
CH2C=O), 1.54 ( m, 6H, CH2).
Deprotection in acid environment (EtOH:HCl 6M, 1:1) at 70 °C for 2 hours
leads to deprotected azobenzyl derivative 5.
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Scheme 4: Synthesis of 8-(4-((4-methoxyphenyl)diazenyl)phenoxy)octyl-thiol (5).

7.2 Synthesis of azobenzene derivative
functionalized GNPs (tA-GNPs)
Monolayer protected gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were prepared according
to a previously reported two-step procedure,165 All the glassware used in
the AuNPs preparation was washed with aqua regia and rinsed with
distilled water. HAuCl4 is strongly hygroscopic and was weighted within a
dry-box.
A solution of HAuCl4·3H2O (100 mg, 0.254 mmol) in water (4 mL) was
extracted with a solution of tetraoctylammonium bromide (5 g, 9.14
mmol) in N2 purged toluene (250 mL). To the resulting reddish-orange
organic solution, dioctylamine (3.36 g, 13.92 mmol) is added (the amount
of dioctylamine was calculated in order to obtain 2 nm nanoparticles). The
mixture is vigorously stirred under N2 for 30 min. During this period of
time the color of the mixture fades. A solution of NaBH4 (93.0 mg, 2.46
mmol) in H2O (1 mL) is then rapidly added. The color of the solution turns
rapidly to black due to nanoparticles formation. After 2 hours of stirring,
the aqueous layer is removed. To the above nanoparticle solution, the
thiol (0.254 mmol) dissolved in 3 mL of isopropanol is rapidly added. The
reaction mixture is evaporated and the resulting crude is dissolved in
CH2Cl2 and purified by gel permeation chromatography with Biorad BioBeads S-X1 resin.
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7.3 Instrumentations and techniques
UV/Vis absorption spectra have been acquired with a double beam
spectrophotometer UV/Vis Perkin Elmer Lambda-45. Luminescence
spectra and anisotropy measure were performed with an Edinburgh
Analytical Instruments FLS920, equipped with a time-correlated singlephoton counting device for luminescence lifetimes measurements, a
nitrogen cooled EO-817S Germanium Detector system with a Ge PIN
diode detector for IR emission spectra acquisitions and Glan-Thompson
polarizers for anisotropy determinations.
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements have been performed using
a Malvern Instruments DLS ZetaSizer Nano-ZS.
1

HNMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker AV III 500 spectrometer
operating at 500 MHz.
In the case of azobenzyl-thiol derivative functionalized GNPs, NMR spectra
were recorded using a Bruker AV300 spectrometer operating at 300 MHz
for 1H.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was run on 1-2 mg nanoparticle
samples using a Q5000 IR model TA instrument from 30 to 1000 °C under
a continuous air flow.
HRTEM images and STEM-HAADF micrographs were recorded on a FEI
Tecnai F20T TEM equipped with a Schottky field emitter a Gatan MSC794
CCD camera, Fischione High Annular Dark Field STEM detector and
Double tilt specimen holder. Elemental analysis measures were performed
with an EDAX EDS X-ray spectrometer PV9761 with Super Ultra thin
window. Measures were performed at 200kV on quantifoil grids.
In the case of the nanoparticles synthesized by the F. Mancin group, TEM
images were recorded on a Jeol 300 PX electron microscope.
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Luminescence microscopy has been performed using an Olympus IX 71
inverted microscope equipped with a Xenon lamp (450 W) for
luminescence excitation, equipped with a cut-off filter at 700 nm and a
Electron Multiplying Charge Coupled Device EMCCD Camera (Princeton
Instruments, Photon Max 512) sensible in the visible and the IR ranges.
Excitation have been performed at 480 nm while observation was at l >
700 nm until the limit of the camera detector. Cells images are the
superimposition of luminescence and transmission images; emission is in
red while transmission images are in black and white.
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